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Firms may go bankrupt

Local trucking company feels
part of bill may hurt industry

- Trucka and gasoline have been in the news lately. Paechall Truck LLnas does not
KEEP ON
portico of the bill may
mind the S-cents-a-gallon gas tax increase bill although a spokesman said the truck tax
Industry.
hurt the trucking
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Fisher Price plant to recall 225;
work force normal for January
on Nov. 12 - in the plant's nineyear history. The recall put the
Fisher Price's work force at tip- 'proximately 530.
"We feel good about getting
these people back," Hays said.
"During Christmas, we sold out of
much of our production and we

A recall of 225 employees effective Jan. 10 will put production at
the Murray Fisher Price plant "at
a normal level for January,"
Keith Hays, plant personnel
manager,said today.
The recall comes after the
largest seasonal reduction -- 425

Attorney General Beshear
says date can't be changed
However, Beshear conceded
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Although Attorney General Steve there is no case law in Kentucky
Beshear considers the whole issue on the matter.
"For all practical purposes, this
"a tempest in a teapot," the Kentucky General Assembly will be controversy is a tempest in a
meeting in a one-day special ses- teapot, since apparently both the
governor and the General
sion Friday.
Assembly wish to change the conGov. John Y. Brown Jr. on
vening date," Beshear said.
Wednesday moved the starting
date for the special session from "Therefore, no actual harm is
Monday to Friday. The brief ses- foreseen by them so doing."
Beshear warned that the issue
sion will begin at 10 a.m. and is exwould be more serious if the
pected to last less than one hour.
governor and the legislature do
Beehear, in an opinion released
Wednesday at the request of Sen. not agree in the future.
Beshear also took a swipe at the
Eugene Stuart, R-Prospect, said
he didn't think Brown had the circumstances that led to the need
authority to change the starting for the one-day session.
"Section SO of the constitution
data of the special session.
liovrever. Beshear said that contemplates serious legislative
itents-;:hoeen by
since both Brown and -the,:<
Legislature agree with the the governor for the emergency,"
change,there will not be any prac- he said. "It also envisions a call
for emergency legislation only
ticel harm.
Brown had issued a call last after careful executive deliberamonth for a special session to tion. It does not envision unbegin Monday to consider his pro neCeasary or impulsive calls."

need to replenish stock." He said
some new toys have been added to
the production line while other
toys have been modified.
The recall will affect mostly
employees in the molding and production areas of the plant. which
manufactures the crib-andplaypen and audio-visual lines of
Fisher Price toys.
- The large November layoff was
due to "slow sales due to a weak
economy," according to Paul
Kiesow, plant manager.
Although peak toy manufacturing months are July, August.
September and a portion of October, Hays expected there would
be another callback sometime in
March.
Fisher Price is a division of the
Quaker 08U Company.
Joe
1953

By JOHN SALF:RNO
Staff Writer
A local trucking company does
not particularly mind the 5-centsa-gallon gasoline tax increase bill
approved recently by Congress
After all, the highways and
bndges need to be repaired and
somebody has to pay for it.
But it's the unpublicised part of
the same bill - which calls for
significant increases in several
that could really
truck taxes
. ac
.
hurt the trucking industry
cording to Linda Waugh,
spokesman for Paschall Truck
Lines on U.S 641 South.
Of the nickel tax on gas, Waugh
said, "Somebody's got to pay it
Though it will hurt, we've got to
have highways -fl-end--- bridges Ito
cross It's not 30 much the 5 cents.
we're willing to do our share but
the generalpublic didn't hear the
rest of the bill."
Advocates of the-bill say the tax
will be used for interstate highway
repair. and create '170,000 (-on- stru(lion jobs and about 150.000
other jobs in related industries
But the trucking industry says
unemployment and..b,nkruptcy,
will result if *President Reagan
signs the bill because of the sharp
increase in taxes.
Waugh pointed out the most
significant increase affecting PTI.
will be the truck use tax, which
will jump from 8210 this year to
$1.600 in 1984 for trucks over 80,000
potuids.
On a _ national scale, Mike
Parkhurst, president of the Independent Truckers Association.
Wednesday said the group might
call for a shutdown if the President signs the bill. "I think the
truckers will be so frustrated We
will be forced to endorse a shutdown," he said
both inWaugh said carriers
are
dependent and companies
"going bankrupt lett and right"
because of deregulation and inflation, and the bill threatens to
finish off those "who are barely
hanging on by their teeth "
"All I heard on the news was-a 5-
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about the other half that was going
to destroy jobs"
The bill, which reportedly will
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Consumers, big trucks
affected by legislation
By MICHAF11.PUTZEI.
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP)
sumers will.soon pay more for gas
and bigger trucks will have
unrestricted access to high% as s
after President Reagan's signing
today of legislation raising the
gasoline tax by a nickel a gallon
The legislation is expected to
raise more than LS billion a y ear,,
with 4 cents of each nickel used too
repair and rebuild - thy- deter'orating netsvorki of
tg way s-and- bridges -Thirlifthpenny will go to mass trariSit programs The tax begins in April
Although Reagan said rri
September it would take a "palace
coup" to gain his support for an increase in the gasoline tax. be„was
persuaded by. outgoing Transportation Secret/6f 'Drew lewis too
back the measure
Reagan told news media
'Wednesday night the building pro'grain financed by the new tax
would create jobs for 300,000 Iii
350,000 workers
HoweVer. his chief economic advisor Martin Feldstein told bine in
a memo last month that the program might actually result in increased unemployment Feldstein
explained "the money taken out of
consumers' pockets by the new
tax would cost jobs in other art-as
while it would be many months
before people actually go to work
on the roads, bridges, and transit
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License buyers
notice changes
in procedure

By 1il1i11 ANN 7'1 /M1IS
Staff Writer
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MSU offers television courses
•

Three...programs to be shown on
Kentucky Educational Television
( KET during the spring will be
offered for credit through the
Murray State University program
of extended education.,
Dr Donald E Jones, dean of extended education at Murray State.
said each of the courses will carry
three semester hours of credit. He
listed the KET titles as follows .
''It's Everybody 's Business.'' to
be offered as Business and Public
Affairs 140, Introduction to
Business
- Making It Count." -to be offered as computer Science 101.
Computers in Society
ivaling in Discipline,- to be
offered as j:ducation 650.
Workshop Discipline, a graduate

level course
An organizational meeting for
"Dealing in Discipline" is
sehedule41 at 9:30 a.m. Saturday.
Jan. 22, in Room 224 of Wells Hall.
Students will register at that time.
They will be required So attend approximately four on-campus
meetings during the semester
To run Jan. 19 through April 14.
"Dealing in Discipline" will have
one lesson a week at 2 30 p m on
Wednesdays, with a repeat at 5:30
p in on Thursdays
Students will register fa "It's
Everybody's Business" and
"Making It Count" in the Extended Education Officeond the third
floor of Sparks Hall at Murray
State or by mail prior to the begin-

•
rung o( the course.
"It's Everybody's Badness"
wilt begin Jan. 16 and end April 36
with two lessons a week.Showings
will beat 2 and 2:30.p.m. an Sundays. with repeats at nom and at
12:30 p.m. on Saturdays.
"Making It Count" will begin
Jan. 17 and end April 9 with two
lessons a week. Showings will be
at 5:30 p.m. on Monday and at 5:P
p.m. on Tuesdays, with repeats at
2 and 2:30 p.m. on Saturdays.
Additional information about
the courses and registration foe'
them may be obtained in the Extended Education Office, Sparks
Hall, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, "telephone
502i 762-4159 or 762-2086.

Reagan calls for compromise
-

-WASHINGTON
Al'1
Members-or the Social Security
reform panel are still hoping for a
iftst-miniate agreement on a
rescue plan, but President
Reagan says they'll have to do it
withput his help
Reagan, speaking at a nationally. televised news conference •
Wednesday might, said if the cornmoision members can't agree on a
comprehensive plan for saving
Social Security by Jan. 15. they
should present bun with a list of
alternatives
"And then I think that is .the

Boat register
forms ready
The E984 boat registration form
are now available in the curruit
'court clerk's office on the main
-4 floor of the Miller Courthouse Annex
---7---183 registrations expire April.
30 Circuit Clerk Ann Wilson urges
boaters to renew their registrations now to avoid the last•minute
- rush

Murray and Hazel
fire departments
respond to calls
hr

MUrray 'It r I h•partIllt'lli

reSpOrlded to a call at the home. of
Ted Cunningham, 1100 Berkshire'
('t . Wednesday night
Fire Chief Jame' Hornbuckle
says the department was called
because of heavy smoke from a
fireplace and that no fire was
reported
The Hazel Volunteer F'Ire
iepartment also responded to a
all Wednesday night
According to Fire Chief Gem.
Miller the department was called
to extinguish a chimney fire at the
home of Harold Brandon, south of
Hazel
No damage to the home was
reported
--

time we should join together and
seek to work out a compromise."
he said But he firmly rejected
suggestions from some commission members that he become
directly involved in the talks now.
'I believe that for me to impose
myself, I don't care how much
they ask for it, for me to impose
myself on the commission and
say-. :-.Hey fellows, this is the way I
want you to go,' 1 would then stand
back, cock my ear, and watt for
the loud outcry from CapitoF Hill,
and the same old political football
would be seen going up in the air
like a punt on third down,"
Reagan said
•
But Sen Larry Pressler, R-S
Said after the news conference
that he was "kind of disappointed

Murray police
arrest juvenile
=year-old - juvenile was arA
rested Wednesday by the Murray
Ihpartment and charged
with breaking and entering in connection with it recent break-In at
Roberson's Hill-Burger Inn, 413 S
4th St
The break-in was discovered by
a police officer Saturday
Polo e Chief, Jerry Ike' said the
suspect apparently gained entry
by breaking a plate glass window
A ham and approximately $18 in
change were taken according to
A'f', e hilt' damage to the window
v. as estimated at $300 to $400

County Red Cross
will meet Tuesday
in public library
The board of the-Calloway County chapter of American Red Cross
will meet at 4 pm.Tuesday in the
Calloway County Public Library.
meeting room
Items to be discussed include
this year's fund drive, Lucy
Wright, eitecutive director, said.

the president didn't take a stand"
on Social Security. He said he intends to send Reagan a letter today urging him to come up with
more specific proposals.
Reagan spoke after several
commission members, Including
chairman Alan Greenspan,
reportedly conferred with administration officials. There was
no report of progress

Officer cleared
in Graves Co.
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) - A
state police trooper was cleared
Wednesday in the New Year's tve
shooting death of a'Mayfiekt man.
After a Graves County coroner's
jury -relieved Trooper Donald
Woods of negligence in the death
of Robert H. Parm, 23, of
Mayfield, Deputy Cornoner Larry
Oliver ruled that the shooting was
in self-defense.
The primary witness during
Wednesday's inquest was Thomas
Brady, 28, of Tiptonville, Tenn., a
passenger in Parm's car the night
of the shooting. He testified that
Perm had taken the drug PCP and
that Parm had been drinking'and
had a handgun
Brady said Parm brandished
the revolver several times prior to
the shooting. He also confirmned
testimony by Woods that the
trooper had warned Parm several
times to drop the Weapon.
Brady said Woods halted
Parm's car about 12 miles north of
Mayfield on U.S. 45 on the suspicion that Perm was driving under
the Influence of alcohol.
He said Parm failed a sobriety
test and began struggling when
the trooper tried to arrest him.
Parm, who was armed with the
gun at the limeof the struggle,
was struck several times by the
trooper's flashlight, Brady said.
The trooper eventually broke
free, drew his service and fired
once, Brady said.
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CANDIDATE IN TOWN — Dr. Grady Mambo(right),candidate for the Democratic gubernatorial nornine- don for governor,clots with Larry Roberson during his visit to town Wednesday.

Caqclatp for nomination 0,g,overnor
returns; to be accessible to people
With .a second trip to Calloway
In travelling across the state,
County in less than one month, Stumbo said the main concerns of
candidate for the Democratic all Kentuckians. are rising
gubernatorial nomination Dr. unemployment figures and a cripGrady Stumbo is keeping his pro- _ pled economy. "However, difmise of being accessible to the ferent areas have different conpeople of Kentucky.
cerns. In the east, it's coal while in
"As governor, I plan to visit all west Kentucky,it's farming.
areas of the state on a regular - "That's one of my concerns. If
basis." the former secretary to farmers do well, small businesses
the Department for Human do well," the Floyd County native
Jtesources said Wednesday in said.
Murray ."I want to talk to the peoBut the biggest complaint by
ple and make myself available to west Kentuckians brought Stumbo
them -- not just during the cam- back to the areaso quickly.'They
paign.
feel forgotten down here. I'm here
"I plan to have a Wendell Ford- simply because I care about west
type of campaign -- lots of shoe Kentucky. And I support the
leather and hand shakes."
regional universities — Murray

State and Western Kentucky. I'm
not for keeping the funds in
Louisville and Lexington."
Stumbo said he "has taken a
position against some standards"
set by the Council of Higher
Education and, if elected governor, would look to appoint new,
CHE• members with feelings
similar to his.
He added he opposed basic
educational fees which may
hinder some students' education.
Stumbo also is for enhancing
teacher salaries.
Within the next few weeks, the
candidate said he will be releasing
his positions On various issues.

Gramm to try again as Republican
BRYAN, Texas (AP) — Rep.
Phil Grimm, who resigned from
Congress to switch parties and run
as a Republican, says he expects

an "all-out effort" by Democrats
to defeat him in a special election.

Phil Gramm

Gramm, 40, quit Wednesday
after the Democratic leadership
In Congress refused two days
previously to reassign him to the
House Budget Committee because
he championed President
Reagan's economic programs.
"I have never allowed partisanship to stand between me and
what I believe in," Gramm said at
his Bryan office.
Gov. Bill Clements immediately
scheduled a Feb. 12 special election, with a filing deadline of Jan.
12.
The president, asked about

Gramm as he was leaving a nationally televised news conference
Wednesday, declared,"I think it's
disgraceful, a man who put country before party has been thrown
out of his party."
House Republican leaders said
they would recommend Gramm
be assigned to the Budget Committee if he is re-elected.
The former Texas A&M
economics professor could have
switched parties without resigning, but said a special election
would "provide the opportunity
for the people to speak their
minds."
Grimm, who was elected to his
-third term in November, said he
expected Democrats to "make an
all-out effort to defeat me."

Reagan 'cool'on increasing taxes
menting on his Wens for a fiscal sional Republicans have been urg1964 budget blueprint he will send ing him to consent to tax increases
Congress on Jan. 31.
and defense cuts to bring down
But the president would not deficits that are now expected to
firmly rule out tax increases, balloon from more than $1115
defense cuts or any other options billion this fisCal year to nearly
for reining in the "unacceptably POO billion by 1990.
large" deficits his administration
Is expecting through 19P.
"I will look at everything," he
said at a televised news conference Wednesday night. He added that he has yet to make any
By The Associated Press
final decisions on the budget.
Despite a surge of new-car
The president said he even will buyers in December, the major
look for savings in his record U.& autornakers said sales last
military spending program, an year dropped to the lowest level
1Coattased From Page 11
area that his advisers and con- since 1961, although auto imports
fee. The registration fee amounts gressional allies say must be trim- also shimped in 1982.
to about 96 cents per month, ac- med to reduce the deficits.
Domestic airlines, meanwhile,
"If it(defame spending)can be reported more passengers In 1982,
cording to Rushing
She added that in the local cut, it will be cut. But ... not if it but when they post financial
clerk's office they recommend means reducing our ability below results later this month, their
that owners pay only to their 1963 the level at which we can declare combined losses are expected by
birth month, "unless their birth- ourselves safe," he said.
some industry analysts to hit $1
Meanwhile, The Washington billien.
day is only one or two months
Pest reported in today's editions
away."
Auto imports had a banner
The roman for this recommen- that the Pentagon is studying December, with sales topping the
dation iathat if the vehicle being ways to cut its budget tor next previous record for the month,set
registered were wrecked or sold, year by St billion to $11 billion. In 1900. But import sales for the
the extra money paid to register it The cut would be from $285 billion full year also lagged behind 1961
in total funds that Reagan now levels and were the worst in four
would essentially be lost,she said.
Every owner registering in 1983 wants the Pentagon to be able to years.
will also receive a new license commit — but not necessarily
"The year as a whole was not a
plate designed to last five years. spend — during fiscal 1964. Con- disaster became the luxtry car
gress approved a $239 billion 1963 buyers were coming beck into the
said Rushing.
Also upon registering, the owner budget for the Pentagon.
market," said John Hammond,
Although Reagan said repeated- auto industry analyst at Data
will receive separate title and
registration documents that will ly at his news conference that it Resources Inc. in Lexington,
replace the single title drivers would be a mistake to raise taxes Maas. "But it was a very, very
when the nation is coming out of a depressed year."
now get.
A registration card will be recession, be left unclear whether
Lack of consumer confidence,
issued that is to be kept with the he could support tax increases in an uncertain U.S. economy, high
vehicle. The separate title cer- fiscal 1984 or beyond. The budget Interest rates and high unemploytificate should be kept in a safe year does not begin until next Oc- ment kap sales low throughout a
place, according to Riehing and tober.
year aSe he nearly non-stop
-clearly moveLassiog very big selsaiTrrlowli to move vehicles
will only b.DmitmlmalliCar Is
deficits unless we dike action, and out of shaerreeeas, he said.
traded or sold.
we will take action because the
She stresses that PO ROW birth
The thre major U.& autienakers
date registration system apply. deficits are unacceptably large in said they sold 161,623 cars in the
only to cars and pickup trucks, the out years," Reagan said. "The Dec. 21-31 period compared with
"all other vehicle registration re- federal budget must not become a 136,802 in the year-ago 10-day
roadblock on the path to long-term period. The daily sales rate of
mains =changed."
Questions about the system economic recovery.
17.960 vehicles was the best for the
Reagan's top economic advisers period since 18,153 were sold each
should be forwarded to the county
and a number of leading congrei- day at the end of Decesnbes 1180.
clerk's office.

By OWEN ULLMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — President Reagan, pledging to curb the
record $200 billion budget deficits
be faces,says he may be willing to
trim defense spending, but remains cool to closing the red-ink
gap with higher taxes.
"A tax is the wrong thing to do
when you're trying to come out of
a recession," Reagan said, corn-

License...

Auto sales drop to
low point in 1982

perspective
. 11 41,1 3 literati.% Januar%

b

1963

the white house

•

WASHINGTON (APP - It will be, as 'always, a
grand occasion of state. The House galleries full to
capacity, the leaders of American government
assembled,the floodlights blazing down.
And at the rostrum, the president of the United
States, delivering his appraisal of the State of the
Union.
President Reagan will appear before a joint session of Congress. and a national radio and television
audience, on Jan. 25 to give his assessment and to
describe his goals for the year ahead.
Despite the pomp, circumstance and ceremony
that surrounds the annual presidential address to
Congress. few of the speeches delivered there are
truly memorable, and most are soon eFlipsed by the
press of daily business, and the political infighting
that surrounds any president's-program.
Besides, the State of the Union doesn't stand still,
and the programs proposed in January often are
shelved by July. Reagan's "new federalism" plan
to turn federal programs back to the states, the
centerpiece of his last State of the Uruon address,
remains on the agenda, but nowhere near enactment.
. And much of what he said that night didn't hap-pen as he envisioned it.
Some did, as when Reagan said ."the economy
will face difficult moments in the months ahead."
Then he added:
"The program for economic recovery that is in
place will pull the economy out of its slump and put
us on the toad to prospertiy and stable growth by
the latter half of this year."
It didn't.
It was no surprise in 1982 when the president
declared his opposition to tax increases and promised to decrease the federal deficit.
"The doubters would have us turn back the clock
with tax increases that would offset the personal
tax rate reductions already passed by this Congress. Raise present- taxes .to cut future deficits,
they tell us.. Well, I don't believe we should buy that
argument," he said.
"Raising taxes will slow economic growth,
reduce production, and destroy future jobs, making
it more difficult for those witout jobs to find them
and More likely that those who now have jobs could
losethem. So, I will not ask you to try to balance the
budget-on-the backs-of-the American taxpayers," he
said. And he followed it with this promise:
"I will seek no tax increases this year, and I have
no intention of retreating from our basic program of
tax relief.... I will stand by my word."
He agreed, reluctantly, to a $98 billion. three-year
tax increase in August, and endorsed another increase, in the federal gasoline tax,late in the year.
Last year. matching a campaign promise.
Reagan said he would be doing away with the
Departments of Energy and Education.
They're still in business.

looking bock
Ten years ago
Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller has appointed Marshall Gordon as county representative
on Murray Planning Commission.
Murray and Calloway County will soon receive
one of the newest innovations in rescue equipment,
according to a spokesmen for Murray Woman's
Club, which is spearheading a drive to purchase the
Hurst power rescue tool.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
John Mikulcik, Jan. 2, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Myers, Dec. 27.`and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Allen, Dec. 31.
The Rev. Lloyd Cornell has resigned as director
of Baptist Student Union here to take a position in
Honolulu, Hawaii.
•
Twenty years ago
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis has sent a telegram
to Gov. Bert T. Combs urging him to reopen
Kenlake Hotel this winter.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Garland,a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Jones, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Plig-aieVertison, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
McNairl and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Herschel
McKendree.
Sue Scarbrough, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.M.
Scarbrough of Murray, is a nurse at Kennedy's
Hospital, Memphis,Tenn.
Modene Grogan, worthy matron, and Charlie
Lassiter, worthy patron, presided at meeting of
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of the Eastern
Star.
Thirty years ago
Deaths reported include Mrs. Sara F. Bailey, 91,
Mrs. Matt Waldrop and Mrs. Paul Spann,51.
Bobby Lawrence and Hayden RlebrIall have purchased the Boyd-Johnson Motors. DeSoto and
Plymouth agency here.
Miss Alpha McGough and Richard McNutt were
married Dec.31 at Memorial Baptist Church.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

There's nothing like a little confrontation
with Ma Bell to start the Christmas season
.•

S

Ma Bell is going to be the death of
me yet'
If there is anything that sends my
blood pressure soaring, it's getting
entangled with and trying to talk
back to that maze of computerized
-sorry" recordings the Bell'.
Telephone Compan* sophisticatedly \
slaps on you
My most recent confrontation with
the system took place a couple weeks
before Christmas, and it almost ruined our Christmas. I came close to
having a stroke
-ft all started with a packaged-box•
of gifts which we wanted delivered in
time for Christmas. United Parcel
Service is the quickest, most dependable means of accomplishing such
an assrithment. I've learned, So I obediently looked up the number of the
Murray section of that cumbersome,
catalog-like directory.
There it was. "United Parcel Service,- 200 High Rise Drive 4 which I
later learned was in Louisville l " It
was a "toll free, 800 number:" 1400292-9460 Great' I carefully jotted it
down on a nearby note pad.
• • •
When I dialed it, though, a recorded voice clicked-Into the connection
ta inform me that,"We are sorry, but
your call did not go through as dialed.
Please hang up and try again," or
something like that
That's strange, I thought,
reasonably sure I had jotted down the
inEmber -luSt as it was listed in the
directory To cheek, I went back to
the directory. Yes, I had the number
correct on my pad, just as listed in
thedirectory 1-800-292-9460.
Maybe I dialed it incorrectly. I
. thought as I gave full concentration

to the little circled numbers on the
phone Even put on my glasses this
time to do it Again. I got the saine
recording
"We are sorry but your call did not
go -through as dialed Please "
Slamming the receiver,track onto its
cradle. I hung up, muttring
something unworthy of the dignity of
appearing in print
"I'll just call the operator and ask
her if she can get it for me," I thought
and did She listened patiently as I
told her my difficulty in getting the
=Tiber She tisterimi while Isang the
entire song, then said, "I'm sorry,
but I don't handle the '800' numbers I
suggest that you call that operator"
and she gave me another big long
'SOO' number
-Now, where is she' I asked
-Oh,she's in I Aruisville," she replied
• • •
Hanging up. I just stood there for a
few minutes, looking out the kitchen
window at my hard-working
neighbor, Mr A M
, as he put
the finishing touches on winterizing
his garden plot but at the'same time
aware of an angry pulse beginning to
course through my body
'Come on now, old buddy,- I said
to myself "Let's keep ,,our cool
There's a conneetion With UPS out
there somewhere' Then I dialed the
number of the 100` operator in
iShe too. lislentmi patiently; riaTtold
her my story, adding a little aggravated commentary that the way
things were going . 1 could just about
walk to South Alabama and deliver
the package in the time it had taken
to get UPS

She didn't think that as funny At
Least, she didn't laugh I suppose all
the time, though. I u as telling my sad
story.. she as checking her list for
the number listed for L'PS 'tithe Murray section of our director'.
1-80029"2-Aer0
She couldn't find it Then she came
back on and informed nit' that she
had no such number listed But
stammered, I'M looking at it right
here in the Murray section of Hi%
1.11reCtOrN
the very latest one I hay..
on Page 31
about a third of the
way down in the far righthand
umn 1-1100-292-9460
"I'm sorry . sir," she again said,
but we have no such nuriiber
listed "
• Well. then,- I replied, • hou about
looking up the number you have for.
United Parcel 'Service
you know .
the folks in the dark brown trucks
who deliver packages all. over the
world
and give it to me I would
really appreciate it
- The line was quiet for a moment or
two, and then she said, I'm son!
sir. hut we aren't permitted to
out the :8011 numbers "
"Then pray tell Me hoe. in the
world am I going to get it •
oll
mean to tell me that a big nationW
outfit like Umbel Parcel Service, the
backtxme of whose business is its
to
telephone lines. doesn't want y
give out its number- She,was quiet
and I had one last comment. I hat
What I call one heck of a now
and hung up. my blood pressio
then something like '21.10/. Ian
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open forum
About 40 years ego. Congress passed a law requiring that federal income taxes be directly withheld from
paychecks, instead of being paid at
the end of the year. It was then called
The IRS *anti to Lake O", of your !otai nte'est ard
..!••••,is
an "emergency" measure to help
...„11,
!n advance. Its essertialby an interest tree Odr ,1
finance World War II.
to make to the goN.ernmect
.IAst summer, as part of a bill to
'et.‘eaac:
F.nanclal instituticns are ...,31%in,; •Lo
•••;s
raise federal revenues, Congress
decreed that taxes will also have to
we heed ,Our help
be withheld at a rate of 10 percent if Congress doesn t act to stop the nterest 4. tr,ni)1,:irb;
against interest on savings and divihs how
will affect you
dend payments.
A part of a new law due to go into
1 You II have leis cash .p.alable from interest intorrie
effect in July of this year will require
during the year.
all institutions that make interest or
dividend payments to their
2 Your total interest earnings will be reduced.
customers to withhold 10 percent for
3 If the 10% mandatory withholding is too high for
federal taxes.
your tax bracket. you II have to file for a tax refund
This part of the law goes into effect
to get your our money back.
on July 1. 1963, and as a result, savers
and investors will lose at least $1.5
4 The law is a particular burden to elderly and low
billion a year.
Income people (including children) who depend on
How will it affect- you as an ininterest income.
dividual' Let's say that you are due a
$200 interest payment in July and you
The law goes into effect July I. 1983. To get it repealed, we
plan to leave it in your bank to comhave to act NOW.
pound and make money for you.
Please detach arid mail this message to your Congressman
Under the plan, you will only have
Scr.44isopies to your U.S. Seniors.
the use of $190 of your interest- payment. The other 10 percent, $20, will
•
I •
be withheld for the Internal Revenue
Services. YOu will have lower earnings to build on. In fact, it is
estimated that the public will lose at
least $L5 billion because of lost corn:
TO: Congressman
pounding and dividend reinvestment
House of Representatives
opportunities.
Washington, DC 20515
The government says that its purpose in raiding your savings is to
Please alipport equation to wore/ we/Ince/rig
viterex and cat wieners
crack down on tax cheaters.
Its harmful and unfair to conscientious tamperers and en unnecessary •
Let's look at the fads.
burden to 'Warty, and :ow income persons it will discourage Ur,Imp and
hurt the economy
Since 1982, federal law has required banks, other financial instituMay 1 count on your suppor1 to repeal this ?um before it goes rIto ee.
fft.
tions and corporations to report to
on July 1. 19KP
the IRS records of interest and
Your Constituent,
dividends paid to the public. At the
• end of the year, the public receives
from the paying institution a copy of
AdninP11111
these reports, called 1009 forms. The
publiC is required by law to report
fv,
ind pay taxes on this "1099" income
so that the government can use the
TEFRA. however, virtually all forms
when they file their taxes at the end
money in 1983 Most of it will be
must
be
dividends
of
interest
and
compliance,
of the year. To ensure
returned to the'taxpayers the followreported by paying institutions to the
the IRS generally matches the 1099
ing year, and in the long run, the plan
IRS, thus eliminating these potential
forms provided by institutions
will do nothing to solve the governavenues of tax evasion
against individual tax returns:
ment's
financial problems. The plan,
about
concerned
only
one
is
If
The IRS reports a 96.7 percent
however, will give the government
cracking down on tax cheats, then
compliance rate.
an interest-free loan frost you.
.
withholding represents major
However, because ION reports
There are more than financial conoverkill. If the IRS is failing to adehave not been required for all
siderations at stake here, however.
*lately match 1099s with individual
payments of dividends and interest,
When you thintabout It, the princitee returns, the burden is on them to
total taxpayer-eiimpliance on all
ple
thTreasury is using to justify
remedy the system, rather than on
forms of interest and dividend inwithho
ding on interest and dividends
perfront"
10
"up
forfeit
percent
16.7
public
to
come has bedn lam than
the
is an Insult to MOO Americans. The
cent al thisincome.
speeifically, aeaxding to the'IRS, it
Implication is that we the people canFurthermore. the IRS also 'leis
has been armed IS percent. That is
not be trusted by the government
that about 75 nerceM of individual
become MN renorfian has pot been
that
ite jai.El power.
refunds.
with
taa returns end up
-required fer treasury bins and
What we are seeing here is the
U most people pay their taxes and
- bonds, jumbo CDs ($100,0011
federal government giving with one
denesainationsid up) and other .I most returns end up with refunds,
way is the IRS after part of your unf- hand and taking away with the other.
typos of bends and certificates,
On the same day that the government
whielt be,.• mit been subject to
roaches into your savings account, it
t?
is going to all this troubie,- and
ruquiremesta.
plans to cut taxes by 10 percent. If
iMposing trosible and cost on you ar
ef all
ragg
separate previsions of

Let's put a stop to interest withholding
before it begins.
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therr banket
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I urther
Your banket. like y outlit ti
bejte% us that maintaining this !via
a' N. trust .111(1 t iii
tionship
fidence is an ethical dut%
the withholding plan vroirld , "In
;MMUS('this relationship
In effect. it uould :mike out
banker. against his w ishes. an agent
of the I ItS To bankers. this result alone
makes the plan an outrage The
banking industry is built on this [-eta
tionship and bankers belie% e it is
their most valuable asset Because it
cannot Ix. measured in dollars. the
refuse.slio take it into ac, mint,
Should busiest taexp.es ii s
equiredlo give up some of Olen eat ti
trigs tin interest and -di% idends
tyre all.Se the govertunrid is IIIIN16111111g
or unable to find the feu who, heat '
Should the feeleal government be
atliosed to stand beside sour bank
teller .141 that eVer!. Month it rim put
. S.1% ings statement.
Its StatIlp on NMI!
too
VtaP have the ansuel s to these
questions
I hir ;rotas( al sy stem alloy's citizens
to remedy the mistakes made try
Corrg res.%
There IS Il11 reuse in u his thE nevi'
Congres.s we just elected i atinot.
repeal this plan before it goes into ef
feet next July 1
Write to your Congressmen and
Senators Urge them to repeal this
misguided attempt to imixise a hidden tax on your savings
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Coles and Colson wedding vows said at church

MIMI Mail Amanda were used to decorate the
Galas, daughter of Mr. altar of the church
The bride
and Mrs. Bobby Coles.
The bride ivas given in
Rt. S. and Donald Wayne
Colson, son of Mr. and marriage by her father.
She wore a wedding
Mrs. Cleo Colson, Kt. 1,
Almo, were married gown of white peau de
sole designed with high
Saturday.1)e18
Mike Kaiser officiated neckline with lace trim,
at the double ring ruffled sleeves and rufceremony solemnized at fles in the Incl. The
-the Green Plain Church noorlength gown also had
of Christ Poinsettias a ruffle around the bottom of the skirt.
Her floor length veil of
illusion was attached to a
bandeau In her hair
She • carrieds.a bridal
bouquet of white daisies.
red roses and baby's
breath.
As the bride approached the church altar she
presented her mother a
red rose. As he left the
altar after the ceremony
she presented her new
mo,ther,in-law with a red
rose
Miss Linda Nock was
the maid of honor and on:
ty attendant for the bride.=
She wore a tnirgundy
gown designed with a low
central cetnisr 753.331 4 neck and white lace trim
She carried a pink rose
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wayne Co/soni
with greenery and baby's
breath
The groom
lads Twits*
Nick Horton served as
Airplosto II(PG)
best-man for the groom
Tads Twits*,
The grown and his hest
honored at a'" shower on
-Plans haVe been com- registerRoasts:A Man(PG)
man both wore black
A ret. eption will follow Friday, Dec 10. by Terry
rof
wedding
,
the
for
pleted
MITI TOMORROW
dress suits?. The groom's
Miss Kimberly Dawn tfi the fellowship hall of Campbell of Paris. Tenn.,
1.1LI 10•141J
• ,1
boutonniere was a redas hostess
to I /avid Allen/ the church. -t'hilcutt
Ruh
alks
Fluilism
D11114
rose and the best man
liostewai:4 w Ill include
Another shower was
elI
tuid a white carnation...-.
:u
The we-adding wilt:Abe Barbra Lemonds-. Parts,
Mrs Coles, mother of
Saturday Jan 8, at, .30 Tenn.. aunt of the bride-Too
the-Uri-dr, was attired in a
ica
condi
:
-01F4047
---4IFF.4-he 141,
l;
rose beige .--dress -Mrs .
11101171111 API
of the
sister
Murray,
•
h
urt
'h
(
%men/ s
Colson, mother of the
LOS ANGELFS 1API
groom-elect.
The maid of yraior
hottest rim
groom, wore a burgundy be Terry Capipbell and
First lady Nancy
and
friends
All
educe YS
dress
the bridesmaids will. be relatives are invited to at- Reagan got a musical
• Each mother had a cor- LuAnti Sipes attd Robin tend the wedding and the tribute from a 1.0-year-old
• NO PASSES•
sage of pink carnations
pianist, who wrote and
I/ern:ids/ all of 1,Jans. reception
t;ranciparents present Tenn
The bride-elect is the played -Portrait of a
were Mrs Cloteal Coles.
g
#4
Teri) Wiser will serve daughter of_Mr:i. Wanda Lady" at a luncheon in
Mrs. Kenny Todd. Mrs as best roan Groorris•!nen rhileutt of Dover. Tenn.. -her honor
JA, RIO
•ft
I t
Luvine Colson and Mr- will be Charlie Bahia and Don Ctulcutt of MurTri return, Mrs Reagan
111 --- THE
;
1i_
it Let
and rs
'" • • Prey.-Ihr groom-elect is presented John ArgOilno
and Kirk .1611tAnn.
Reception
Mrs Maxine Clark will the son of Mr and Mrs with a musical theme
dilebk
A reception followed in be organist Karen Smith, Arthur C Jewell of Mur- called "To Love a Child."
•NO PASSIS•
the University Branch of twin siSter of the bride- ray
The boy was one of
Miss Child utt was eight performers from
elect, will 'keep the
ch...tnut e. 753-3314 the Bank of Murray

CHERI

3

Mork Twain program

llie bride's table was
overlaid with a white lace
cloth and centered with a
pink poinsettia flanked by
pink candles in crystal
holders.
The three tiered columned wedding cake was
bride and
topped with
groom statuette
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Rita Carroll, Mrs.
Cyndy Carroll and Mrs.
Anna Sobodas.
The register was kept
by Mrs Dedra McColston.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Colson are residing on Rt.
1, Alm°. where the groom
is engaged in farming.
Mrs_ Colson is a student
at Calloway County High
School The groom
graduated an 1980 from
the same school.
Rehearsal dinner
Mr and Mrs. Cleo Colson, parents of the
groom, entertained with
a rehearsal dinner at
Sirloin Stockade.
Bridal events
s
Showers for the couple
were held at the University Branch of the Bank of
Murray and at the home
of Mrs. Robbie Blalock.

Glyn Webb as
Mark Twain

The - Market House
Theatre, 141 Kentucky
Ave., Paducah, will present a Sunday matinee
performance by Glyn
Webb as Mark Twain on
Jan. 9 at 2:30 p.m.
This will be a full 90
minute concert and will
given by the ladies of the include 19th 'century
Seventh and Poplar musical selections by
Church of Christ. Mur- Misa Nancy Smithson,
ray, on Sunday. Jan. 2. at soprano, accompanied by
Gary Galloway.
2-30 p.m.
--Glyn Webb, a- seventh
grade teacher at Unity-

Chilcutt and JeWell wedding to be Saturday
m rs. Reagan honore

TEN

the Young Musicians
Foundation who played
for Mrs. Reagan at the
Los Angeles Music
Center.
-There are a lot of very
talented performers
waiting in the wings out
there," Mrs. Reagan told
about 350 members of
The Amazing Blue Ribbon, a financial support
group for the Music
Center,

.1 !me iouvic

-scnce-n,

Massac County, Ill., has
been presenting his Mark
Twain program to groups
of widely varying sizes
and types for four years.
Audiences have included conventiocis, banquets,
scout groups, schools and
churches. His best audiences, he says, have
been senior citizens.
Webb has given one
public performance at
the Market House
Museum, but the upcom-

mg one-man show at the
Market House Theatre on
Jan. 9 will be quite different.
It will consist of three
segments. including a
ghost story as only Twain
could tell it. The atmosphere of the Gilded
Age of the century, which
Twain helped name, will
be recreated.
Appropriaste
refreshments will be
served after the perthe • au-,
forma:Tee
dience.
The work of local artists will be displayed in
the lobby. .
Admission will be $2.50
for adults and fl for
students and senior
citizerts..Group rates are
available.
For reservations or information call the MITT
box office -between - 10
a.m. and 4 p.m., Tuesday
through Friday, or send
check and SASE to MHT,
141 Kentucky Ave..
Paducah, Ky. 42001.

3 DAY PRICE ROLL BACK

so$4004$5004$60
ON NUMBER ONE
UNDER THE SUN
All Fall & Winter...
Socks
Shirts
Suits
Pants
Sweaters

3-DAY PRICE ROLL
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J.E. Poole named to board

dotebook
Fellowship will meet
CallowaxCounty Chapter of Full Gospel Business
Men's Fenwship will meet Saturday. Jan. II, at
Trenholai', Restaurant, 1206 Chisinut St. Dinner
with no resrvationseequired will be served at 6:30
p.m. with the program by David Alsobrook of
Paducah to follow at 7:30 p.m. This is for all men
and their(pubes.
Tom Gerdes. local chapter president. said
"Alsobroe at. the age of 15 was born agam and with
intense huger for the Word of God read the Bible
through far times in six months. He and his wife.
Dianne, ed daughter. Ashley, travel across the
United Stgesi preaching and teaching." Other officers of be local chapter are Donnie Peal, vice
presidentoGerald Turner.-secretary; Gary lamb.
treasurer.

Hairdressers to meet
MurrayAffiliate of National Hairdressers will
meet Morley. Jan. 10. at 6:30 p.m. at the National
pply House. Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Beauty
Center. Anagram on "Skin Care and Makeup" will
be presesed, according to Aleta Beane. president.
who urge all members and interested beautictans
• to attend

Anla Lynn Edwards born
Mr. ant Mrs. Jeffrey Edwards of Sedalia. Mo...
are the parents of a daughter. Angela Lynn,
weighing eight pounds 12 ounces. born Thursday.
Dec. 23. it a hospital there. The mother, the former
Nancy !mitt. is a music teacher.
. The father is
einnloyel at Sedalia.
Patertal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. James
V. • Edwards, Sedalia. M.o.- Paternal great' grandpirents are Mrs. Barber Edwards of Sedalia.
Mo., anc Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Workman. South
• Ninth.tzeet, Murray.'

Daniel Barrott Turner born
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Turner. Rt. I. Sedalia. are
-the- parents of a son. Daniel Barron. born Monday.
Dec. 27, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Wiggins
and Hoy Turner, Rt. 1. Sedalia,_and Mrs. Janice
Turner,South Ninth Street, Murray.

Patients dismissed
Local patients,recently dismissed from Marshall
County Hospital. Benton, include Elsie Ehnen of
Almo and Pat Edwards of Dexter:
-

Stephanie Lynn_ Lowe born
-a-Ws.-Ricky .Tbilaiwe. Rt.-2Titatel.-are Mr ih
the parents of a daughter. Stephanie Lynn,
weighing seven pounds. born Friday. Dec. 31, at
,Henry County General Hospital. Paris, Tenn. The
mother is the former Glenda Kay Kirks.

EXPLORER OFFICERS - Serving as °Mere for Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Medical Explorer Post 103 ler the 11113-13 activity year are, from the
left: Kyle Evans, treasurer; Bonnie Hutchins, sergent-at-arms, Michele Kupchella, historian; Leslie Massey. reporter; Mary James, secretary; Tern
Roberts, sergentet-arms; LuArin Loberger, vice president; and Julie Cerium,
president. Composed of high school and junior college students interested in
health care careers, the poet meets twice a month. Its advisors at the hospital
are: Dr. John Golberg, orthopaedic surgeon; Patsy Massey. supervisor of
EKG/EEG ; and Kathy Hodge,director of public relations

Newborns and dismissals listed

Census at Murray - Gilliam. Rt. 7,- Mrs were listed
Dismissals acre a,
Calloway County Debra G Rurkeen. Rt 1,
follows
Hospdal-for.lriday.Dec. 1}elh'Ir_' Edwin C Kinx.
gen:Rii
31, Was 105 adults and Kt 2, Fulton;
Tanira
Mrs
Riviera.
Mrs Debra Scott, 215 S
seven in nursery.
Newborn admissions 13th St ; F.ric Wayne Kirks. Rt S. Mrs .Christy
were Mary Morris, and Jackson, Rt 2, Wing°, Walls and baby girl. t,06
baby girt Rt.•3; Barbara Mrs Ruth M Harden. Rt. N. (berry, -Mrs. Gloria
-5-.-Miss Helen It firmsee Ilutdteris and batii.• t„firt.
Osveni anti baby gtrf,
Mrs Nary I. Rt. 7, Jot; ilosford, 1611
Danbury Rd ; Christy Ht
Walls and baby girt 506 Robinson. lit 1. Puryear. Belmont.
Mrs Candy Webb. HI
N Cherry
Tenn • Luther I Easley,
Dismissals were as RI 7. Mayfield, lake E 2; Dennis McKnight, It1
S. Mrs Jtiy(re Morrison,
follows
Hall. Rt 4.
A p
TION PLAQUE - Leon D. Simpson,
Rt 6: Mrs. Wanda I.
Mrs Jeanette G
Mrs Chl A. Dowdy
president
of
Clear
Creek Baptist Church:Pineville, and baby girl, 303 Stephens, Itt I. Water Joiles, RI 3: Mrs Carla presents
Dr. Bill Whittaker, former pastor of First
J
Taylor.
311
S
10th.
,I.ynn, Dale
Chestnut St.; Mrs Ruby
Baptist Church, Murray, with a plaque_ oLappreciaK. Gamble and baby girl. Burkeen. lit 3: JikeNir- Kerry Todd. lit 1, Lion for
dedicated service to the school. For the [fast
Kirksey
.
Ht 8. Benton; Mrs ruin. Kt 5; Hugh G
Mrs Mary Parker. 1618 several years Dr. Whittaker has directed theartMelanie ( Turner and Adams. RI' 1. Farmhum holiday turkey project for the student families
baby boy, Itt 1, Sedalia; ington; Mrs., ()Out. E ,Sycamore. Noel' Parrish.
at-Clear Creek, obtaining support 'ftir the project
Mrs. Sarah Susan Lee, Ht 5. Bent'ori, CH Box 481', New (onfrom the school's alumni. He was recognized for his
McKinney,
-cord.
W
I)
Shemwell and baby girl. Leonard Burke.. Rt I.
dedicated service as an honorary alumnus of Clear
SerViei's along
Rt.8,Benton. •-. Mrs_ Gloria A. 119 Riviera - Woodrown
Creek. After the presentation a reception followed
.%-41til ill% Wirc
Harper,
Kt
3:
Mrs
Erma
Ricky D. Conner, Ht. 1, McLaughlin. III 3
ilaVe threeWutbuyi SO9 S JAI) St; attendid by faculty..,.staff-and the student body. Dr.'
&Rxedirc-ltdzsoz_
children and_ one grand .
_1
la 1 iouglas !expired., Whittiker and his family will be going to the Philip
jhett, Box 95, l)exter
Cenus at Murray - 1307 Olive Blvd
pine Wands to serve as foreign missionaries
•
soo.
Thomas IL Cunningham.
()way- County
C
a
11
Rt. 6. Mrs. Nancy A.
Hospital for Saturday,
Canter, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
4an.
1. was 117 adults and
Mrs Elizabeth K
six in nursery.
A newborn admission
was I Mirothy Sanders and
baby boy. Rt. 3
Dismissals vt ere as
deaths- in the 1-4 age follows.
SHOP FRIOAY EVENINGS UNTIL 8:30
group - almost all hapMrs. Jams Caldwell.
pened in these countries. 742 Salem. Paris. Term ;
U.N. statistics show.
Mrs Debra Robbins and
Nearly 3 Million of the baby boy, Itt. 6. Paris,
infants, below one year of Tenn . Mrs Karen Hobbs
age. according to these and baby girl: Rt 1,
figures, died in India Mayfield,
alone and another 3, Miss Victoria A
million elsewhere in Asia, Voegeb. 293 .
fjort, Fulton:
excluding Japan and James T Cashion. New
China. Africa accounted' Concord; Mrs Zola
for 2.6 million of the toll: Parker, 901 Poplar, Mrs
Latin America and China Hobble Canup. 707 Story,
about 800,000 each.
Mrs. Jessie White, 1405
Every six seconds Story, John H Grogan.
somewhere in the Rt. l.Ilardin,
underdeveloped world: a
child dies because of diar('ensus at Murray rhea.
The illness, which" in- Calloway County
duces dehydration and Hospital for Sunday. Jan
rapid weight loss, kills an 2, was 134 adults and
.
estimated 5 million eight in nursery
Newborn admissions
children annually, making it "try far the biggest were Yolanda Gibso and
single cause of death baby girl, Box
among the developing Mayfield; and "Tress
world's children," Grant Hensley. and ,baby girl.
Rt. I. Hazel.
reports.
Dismissals were as
Measles, diphtheria.
tetanus, poliomyelitis follows:
Miss Veronica 1.ynii
for
and tuberculosis
which comparatively (endall, Rt. 2, Puryear.
cheap vaccines have been Tenn.; Mrs Minnie
developed - kin another Jones, 323. Woodlawn:
NOW 1
/
4 T 1
5. million a yearZtetanus Herbert H Wyatt, Itt 2,
/
3 OFF
accounting for a million Benton; Mrs. Birdie 4)
and whooping cough Outland t expired!, Box
I45A, Hamlin.
600,000.
1
PARFUM SPRAY
AIL WINTER
WINTER
A child in a poor community, lacking clean
Census- at Muria,water and other sanitary Calloway County
safeguards, suffers from Hospital for Monday.
between six and sixteen Jan. 3, was 165 adults and
bouts of -diarrhea each biz in nursery
No
NOW 41
/
4 TO 1
/
3 OFF
newborn • admissions
year.

et21(q1ICS

Children die from lack of care UNITED NATIONS
(AP) --- Each day during
1902, the United Nations
estimates, nearly 42,000
children died in parts of
the world lacking 'clear
water, safe sanitation
and adequate medical
care.
James Grant, head of
the U.N. Children's Fund,
conceded that _accurate
statistics .are hard_ to obt a i n i n t h.e
underdeveloped world,
but he said he believes
the estimate may be on
the conservative side.
Using all available

demograPhic data, including,birth.s and deaths
recorded at scattered
clinics and hospitals, the
U.N. Population Division
and World Health
Organization-, calculated
that with 122 million births.. 15.3 million children,
from newborn infants to
4-year-olds, died during
the year.
.
Out of 10.3 million
deaths of infants, up-. to
the age of 1 year, 10
million occurred in -less
developed countries. Of
the remaining 5 million

01111
.
1 111.16..

day's drive of almost twothietts of the adult population of the United States
and is within a three
hours drive of 11 churchrelated colleges . and
many state universities
The Oxford/AIM program accepts- ohly expenenced church-related
profes,sionals vitwi are
'qualified by acatienuc
standing
.anti practical
experience It is highl)
research oriented.
demanding scholar!) anti
theoretical competence
61 the'first order
It is an ideal alternative approach for those
who wish to remain on the
field of ministr) while ac.complishing their full
potential. Persons seeking additional information nitt) write 4.1 the
oxford/ AIM program.
I'() liox ala. Dayton.
Tenn
"
Poelc is a licensed
Professional eounselor
and presentl) is director
tif_ the Dale Count) Mental Health Clinic in
otark.
where he is
active in community affairs. serving on several
•.onuoi-tteest,He holds a Ph 1) in
Counseling Ps)t hology: ia
iiiiistets in t'ounselinkt
and Human Development
degri.e - iii
-and a
busine•SS administratoin
Poole attended the
I./titian.' and Murra)
Framin-g Schools
in
Count
Dr Poole 'resides in
F:nterprise. Ala . with his
wife, the former lia
-Hart 44 Murray, and 4111E
daughter, Deb./a -Ile is
deacon, trustee and
•tressurer of his chinch'
and does Life Counseling
in church _ sponsored

Dr James E Poole,
former resident. of Murray, recently waS appointed .to the Business
Advisory Board, Oxford
Graduate School,
American Institute of
Ministry, Dayton. Tenn
The school will outiSlly
offer the Doctor of •
Philosophy degree in the
practice of ministry
which will require
demonstrated performance in academics,
analysis and research
An original dissertation
will' be the final requirement
Dayton. Tenn was the
Dr James E. Poole
site selected for the nondenominational school's of its central location It
-primary campus because is located within one

MID-WINTER
CLEARANCE
Entire Winter Stock

DRESSY & CAS.UAL

SHOES

REPRESENTATIVE HERE — Dennis Adams,
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Musculr Dystrophy
Representative, recently congratulated the
Murray-Gateway Vocational School Retailing
Class (DECA Club) on their recent contributions.
Nationally the DECA Clubs of America hove been
the largest club contributor to Muscular Dystrophy
having contributed over NOON nationally and
locally of over Nee in the year of HSI. Adamsspoke
to the Retailing Class about Muscular Dystrophy
and offered several ideas to the DECA Club. The
local Macular Dystrophy Project Chairman is
Cartii Garner of Murray. The local coordinator is
Don Darden.

January Clearance
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Americans consume lots of peanut butter
BIRMINGHAM. Ala It alio contains many of dietary staple actually
AP;
The amount of the essential B-vitamins, began in South America,
peanut butter consumed plus appreciable amounts especially in the regions
by Americans each year of calcium. phosphorus. now Arnow as Brazil and
Is enough. If spread, to potassium. iron. Bqhvia
cover the bottom of t1* magnesium, and imporPottery 3.508 years old
tant trace elements.
Grand Canyon
decorated with peanuts
Although pre- has been uncover...in in_
Annual consumption
th
comes to approxtely(o l u * m b a n Souul
diggings,find peanuts
Am e rican Indians
600 million poii
were buriertiRth the dead
more than the weight' of doubtedly beat peanuts to provide "wellfive 4 5,000-ton bat- Into a buttery pulp, and balanced meals" in aftertleships, with a 1.1 S Navy famed botanist George life. Pizarro's Con-aircraft carrier thrown Washington Carver con- quistadores took the"
cocted some in his chic" 1peetnuts) bark to
in
Peanut butter absorbs laboratory experiments. Spain„kern where they
52 percent of the ILS, peanut butter's invention were carried to Africa
.pelinut crop which, ac- is attributed to a now- and traded ,With natives
cording to the Peanut Ad- nameless St. Louis physi- for site* items as
visor) Hoard:is expected cian In 1890 he is said to elephant tusksto retch 3 44 billion have whipped up a few
The 'Africans regarded
dollops in a meat-grinder
pounds this year
peanut as one of the
the
Those are just some of for patients in need at
plants posanning a soul.
the nutty nuggets dug up protein boost.
cultivated them extenThe energy food got a
by researchers at Supersively, and brought them
man Peanut Butter head- more official stamp of ap- to the North American
quarters in Birmingham proval when on April 13, continent when they
Among other figures and 1897, John H. Kellogg was came here as slaves.
fro Ls they unearthed are issued a U. S. patent for
''Goober.' a
his process of preparing
therie
synonym for
Southern
It takes more than "nut butter" for patients
from
comes
peanut.
Creek
Battle
the
500 peamitslo make a 12- at
ouncy jar of peanut but- Sanitarium in Michigan "nguba." the Congolese
ter, and one acre of About the same tune word used by the
Europeanuts (-an produce another St Louis man. Afra;ms. In most
known
is
it
countries
pean
launchStraub,
30,000 peanut butter sand- Ambrose
ed the Age of Peanut But- as "(•acahuete" from the
iches
eral law, ter by inventing a Mexican word
By
"racahuatl."
machine that co
pe
tt
Peanuts are
cl
n
/Co
ie
:
sisto at least 90 percent out Or. Kellogg'
peanuts, and contain no lion in a steady, classified as legumes
vegetable family
.irtift ial flavors. nutritious stream.
ieosev • hei'ause - of The way they
Although
s•teetem•rs or chemical
.year-old fossilized peanut grow the plant's Rowers
preservatives '
was recently found. in are above ground but'the
ionbutter
Peanut
!6 percent protein China, its history as a fruits ( peanuts) sprout
under the surface. From
planting to full-fledged
peanut taken froth four to
five months
There are 56,000
peanut growers nationwide. according to the
Peanut' Advisory Board
The state of Georgia accounts for 44 percent of
the country's outemt,
4:00
followed by Alabama,
North Carolina and

REGISTRATION

Mon. January 10th
p.m. TO 8:00 p.m.

GYMNASTIC & DANCE
CLASSES
•

• Much of the in-.
dustry's success is att ribut ed to the
achievements of botanist
George Washington
Carver of TiLskegee Institute. who developed
- more than 300 uses for the
once-lowly peanut When
the boll,weevil threatened
(:eorgia's cotton farmers
with financial rum. it was
Carver,who taught them
to wean their Land off cotton and onto the goober

1, A 4
AO'

Enroll Now
Hwy 641 N.

MURRAY
GYMNASTIC
CENTER

753-0129

am tem•s••1 aol su•s
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irm • •••..

•
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•

at II 30 p m This=
men and their
and no reservatins are
necessary

Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big
Joe's Restaurant.

Sunday,Jar111
Mr. and Mrs. Illohnan
Jones will be hore4 at

reception in
of Nth wedding *deersary from 2 to 4t.as:In
Community Rdin of
North Branch of koples
Bank.

Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 756-1067.
or 7534088.

ACES'

BOBBY WOFF
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will "He is most fro from
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis danger. who. evez when
Center.
safe. is one his guilt "
Publth us Syrus
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m.
in annex of Calloway There are several lays to
Public Library.
play today's touchy gam 4
reckless plan prodwes a
Friday,Jan. 7
quick one down mile a
Hazel and Douglas slightly better plar goes
Centers will be open from
By CECILY
up cider vinegar
sugar, vinegar. ginger, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for. ac- sour a little slower 0(ly the
BROWNSTONE
teaspoon. ground curry powder. Worcester- tivities by Senior most guarded apFoach
gives declarer his best
AP Food Editor
ginger
Shire sauce, molasses, Citizens.
chance
COCKTAIL PARTY
1 tablespoon curry salt and
if used The reckless delarer
Greater Paducah Area
Cocktails It Munches
powder
Tabasco.
of Parents wins East's spade pick.
Chapter
L'hicken Wings & Dip
1 . tablespoon
Over moderate heat,
Without Partners will draws trumps and tams an
Cranberry Dip
Wcircestershire sauce
stirring often, bring to a meet at 8 p.m. at immediate club finesse
It won a prize fur
2 tablespoons molasses boil; simmesijuntil
American Legion Hall. This loses. East later gets a
Marlene Parrish, PennSalt to taste
cranberry jelly is melted Legion Drive, Paducah. club and the slam. gees one
sylvania rOoking teacher
Tabascosauce to taste,
about 5 minutes.
For informetion call 1- down.
'I-pound can jellied if desired
. cups. Good 554-0222 or 1-898-6850.
Mikes 23
A more thoughtful plan is
cranberry sauce
Whisk cranberry sauce served as a dip with fried
to win the spade ace, draw
+-t• cup sugar
to break up: whisk in chicken wing •'sticks."
trumps and play all three
Saturday, Jan.8
diamonds, ending in
Captain Wendell Oury
dummy. Dummy's spade
Chapter of Daughters of queen is led hoping for West
American Revolution will to have the king. but East
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the covers and South must ruff
home of Mrs. Doris thad West held the spade
Nance.
king, declarer would discard
on the spade queen and West
Murray Squar-N-Aders would have no safe lead)
will dance at 8 p.m. et With the spade end-play
Woodmen of the World gone. declarer falls back on
Hall.
a simple club finesse and
•
the slam is again one down
.
Alcoholics:Anonymous .The'best plan is tO--elimiand Alarion.will meet at 8 nate diamonds, ruff the
p.m. in western portion of queen of spades and cash
rivestock and Exposition the ace of clubs A trump is
• led to dummy to lead a club.
Center.
declarer's queen winning if
Round and square dan- East holds the king Wen
cing will be from 7:30 to East plays low, declarer's
11 p,rn, at Lyon Grove queen loses to West's . king
but now the slam is safe
Roller Rink,
West has no more clubs and
School
Middle
Murray
from
Students
Grade
Sixth
DEBATE CONDUCTED
Calloway County West must offer a ruff and
recently participated in a debate on the Middle East Crisis expressing the situadiscard for declarer's 12th
tion in Lebanon from the Israeli and Palestinian point of view. Pictured, left to Chapter of Full Gospel trick
right, are Kelly Prescott, Eric Hogancimp. Chris Hays, Misti Holcomb, Chip Business Men's
NORTH
14-A
•Q 9
Adams, Scott Lyons. Dawn Greer and Jason Sammorui. The students are from Fellowship will meet at
•K J 8 7 5
Trenholm's Restaurant
the Social Studies Class of Margaret Boone.
NEW OPTICERS — The Distributive Education Clubs of America of the
Retailing Class of the Murray-Calloway Vocational School recently elected
Junior DECA Offices and Project Chairmen. They are, left to right, hadt row,
Sherita Greer, co-reporter; Ricky Watkins, project chairman; Shane Guthrie,
treasurer; Karen Ingram, project chairman; front row, Um Workman,
historian; Susan Hutchins, project chairman; Aleskia Cunningham, coreporter, Lisa Wilson, project chairman. The club eponsored holiday parties at
the Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center and at the Weetview
Nursing Home The instructor is Don Darden.

Cranberry dip good idea for party
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Thursday,Jan.I
Harlem Globetrotters
will be at Racer Arena,
Murray State University.
it 7.30p m

B ter Sale
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641N.
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War veterans receive
dividends from policies
WASHINGTON AP
The 3.7 million veterans
of World Wars 1 and It
and -the Korean War who
kept their GI life insurance policies in force
will share dividends of
$673.2 million in 1983, the
Veterans Administration
says.
The dividend will be
paid automatically in the
month of the anniversary
date of the policy. the
agency said, and no application need be filed.
. Payment is made in the
manner -previously
selected by the
either in
policyholder
cash or in the purchase of

N T
•10 7 6 1 3
•1
•7 6 4 3 2
•K 9

EAST
•K J
•2

52
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•J 10 8 5 1

SOUTH
•A
paid-up insurance.
VAQ11813
The size of this year's
•K i09
payment is a record. It
•AQ7
compares with $664.6
minim Paid in 1982 and Vulnerable Both Dealer
results from lower than South The bidding
expected death rates
North
s III Well
;
among policyholders and
t
I'aiss
:
Ia
3V
Pass
Improved interest earn-3.
pass 1•
l'ass
Paw 56
ings On the insurance e N'T
lass
66
Pass
5 NT
investments.
Pau
Pau
Pass
Dividends for each6v
depenvary,
policyholder
ding on the type of policy. Opening lead Spade four
Bid with The Am
the amount of insurance
in force, the
s age wheaSouth holds 1-6-8
policyholder'
the policy-was issued-and
•KJesz
renewed and the length of
11,2
•is
time the policy. has been
•J10851
in force.
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VALUABLE couPc
!Twice As Fresh

ANSWER-Two clubs A nonforcing attempt to improve
the contract (Beware Some
play this sequence to show
more strength.)
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This Sale Will Make History As Kentucky's
Biggest Quality Jewelry & Diamond Savings Event!
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Jabbin' Jay:

NFL play
* offs
battle for TV
fan attention

Determining winner or loser
goes deeper than 0-5 record

By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Sports Writs,
First the good news.
The National Football League and the networks
say those of us who watch the first round of the
playoffs on television won't miss any big plays.
Now the bad news
For the first time m 13 years, we'll miss a lot of
the small plays
Since the present NFL. playoff system was
adopted in 1970, every playoff game has been
televised nationally. Until now.
The eight games this weekend will be regional
telecasts - four games Saturday, four Sunday- with
two each day at 12.30 p.m. EST and two at 4 p.m.
Every area will get one game in each of the four
time slots, meaning it alSo won't get one game in
each time slot.
Meaning a lot of people could. by the luck of the
draw, miss a game like last year's 41-38 San DiegoMiamicontest. •
All this stems from the 57-day players' strike,
which prompted the league to adopt the 16-team
playoff format It also stems from basic league
policy. Thou shalt not pit one network against the
other during the playoffs
SoUI,S. which has the NEC, gets two early games
Saturday, two late games Sunday NBC,-which has
the AEC. gets the late Saturday and early Sunday
slots The networks will decide what city gets what
game
The NFL says everyone will see replays of all the
tag plays in the other game.,Networks will, also
switch from one game for several plays in another.
Viewers from the game that ends first will get to
watch the end of - the 'second And if a contest
be( ones one-sided, the networks will be allowed to
swat h to the other game.
But suppose there was one NBC game ( AEC) and
one Cf1S.g4nie INFT7
Tirniald/ Tniffid of
ihe rieiviini making the -choice of game,the .viewer
would.
An example On Sunday, there are two AFC
games on NBC at 12- 30 the New York Jets at Cincinnati and San Diego at Pittsburgh. At 4, there are
two NEC games on CM Tampa Bay at Dallas and
Atlanta at Minnesota both at 4 p.m.
Suppose San Diego-Pittsburgh followed the Jets
and Cincinnati on NBC and Atlanta-Minnesota
followed Tampa Bay-Dallas on CB.S Viewers could
make their own choice.
The networks prefer it the way it is.
Terry O'Neil. executive producer of the CBS'
NFL telecasts, figures he'd lose a head-to-head with
NBC. He's so unhappy with most of the NEC's
playoff teams that he says "If this were a regular
season Sunday, rd be hard pressed to think of any.
oI these matchups as an attractive national
doubleheader "

TOUGH THOMAS — "Jabbin' Jay" Thomas, 13, looks for his first win, Jan.15,
when the Murray Police Boxing Club travels to CovIngton, Tenn., for scheduled
Fight Night. Thomas,ati ilth grader at Calloway County Middle School, is the son
of Murray Cableviaion manager Ken Thomas. MPBC coach David Rogers says
the younger Thomas is one of the club'sOest boxers this season.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Rebel league learned hard way

BY WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Correspondent
Millionaire Lamar
Hunt, who founded the
rebel American Football
League and helped orchestrate its 'merger with
the National Football
League, has this piece of
advice for the budding
insurgent U S Football
league
' • You better he
with
prepared to sta
with it
"It's hard to draw
parallels with the old
AIL and the new USFL,"
assistant principal at said the Texas oil heir, in
Dyer County High.
New York on a tennis
mission -The situations
Alter graduating from
are quite different, but
MSU. Sammons was
some of the perils are the
assistant coach and later
Mime
head coach at
'Their problems
Georgetown High School
started Tuesday when
In Illinois before moving
they opened their draft
to the position in
Now they must work on
Newborn, Term
generating income and
Dyer County has been establishing their
an out-of-state grid Oppo- market In the AFL. it
nent of Calloway County was five years before we
High School the past two began to-see dayfight--- Ittook some teams 10
seasons
yeah', well after we had

merged with the NFL, to was a sort of catch-ascatch-can operation at
start seeing black Ink."
Hunt is a mild- first. grabbing off rejects
mannered, soft-spoken and retreads, but, by
sports entrepreneur from sticking it out and
/alias whose interests ultimately gaining a netork ( ontract, the
are widespread
He
founded the worldwide, mavericks forced the
NFL to submit to a
World Championship merger in 1966 ,
_ Now Hunt, is one of the
1WCT tennis tour, which
he has directed for 16 NFL's most admired and
sears, often at log- honored directors, begingerheads with the tennis ning his 23rd year as
owner of the(luefs and in
establishment
He is sole owner,of the 1972 elected to the pro
Kansas City Chiefs in ttw Hall of Fame in Canton,
NFL and is cugrently Ohio Last year, he
looking around for a new received the highest
head roach. He owns a honor of the NFL Alumina
election to
portion of the Chicago Association
Hulls pro basketball team the order of the I.eather
and recently merged his Helmet
None of it has been
Dallas Tornado soccer
team with the Tampa eass
am not too familiar
Ray Rowdies, retaining a
with the new league:"
19 per cent interest
With his enterprise and Hunt said, -but, looking
money, he was the chief at it objectivelly, I would
architect in the formation say their main problem
of the old AFL. collecting
a group of daring !mimed
intervals who-went .head-WI
NEW YOLK
to-head against the
powerful NFL in 1960 It Marcus Allen, the National Football League's

Angeles Raiders'
resurgence, was
unanimously named today The Associated Press
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AMVETS SEC
MEETING
Oa Satwdev, larasery Ith (rt 1:00 p.m.,
Amvets Post 4S at Peres Land* will host
the State Isecative Committee Meet*
for Mosso sod its essillery. Charles
liosoeyartt, commeader fee the state of
Temsessee Amvets, will preside over the
meeting *Cali state officers ead p•st
campossiots. The Assets kulliery .11
elm held its SIC Meeting with Rath Su,
State Presideat fee Temsessee, presides.
Al Asevots and Amoets _Madam
mashers ere MOW te siessi
eschl et
meetings and ts Ohs
ts Mee.
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Boxer Spinks denies
gun, chase charges

"You can't sell football
on football alone. We are
finding that out in the
NFL as a result of the
strike."

PHILADELPHIA I AP) high-speed chase.
— World Boxing AssociaThe 26 -year -old
tion light heavyweight younger brother of
champion Michael Spinks former heavyweight
says a stolen gun that champion Leon Spinks
police found in his car was arrested early
was
"keepsake" he—iredtieSday after .potirti— Offensive Rookie of the
received in Canada stopped his car and noticYear
following the 1976 Olym- ed a .45-caliber revolver
Allen, Heisman Trophy
• . the floor. Michael
pics.
winner from a running
Spanks' 20-year-old
back factory called the
Spinks, who was chargbrother, Leland, also was
University of- Southern ed Wednesday with
in the car but was not arCalifornia. received all 84 possession of a gun
rested.
votes from a nationwide without a permit, denied
Michael Spinks was
panel of sports writers police reports that he had
released on his own
and broadcasters.
led officers on a 25-b1ock recognizance after an arraignment before
Municipal Judge Lynwood Blount via closedcircuit television.
Detective Cap.!.
William Bergman said
two officers began pursuing Spinks' car after it
went through a red light
at the outskirts of the city
about 1:45 a.m. After
they stopped the car,they
noticed a gun lying at
Spinks'feet. The gun contabled six spent shells,
police said.
Police said Canadian
authorities had been
notified of the pistol,
which was reported
stolen in Toronto in 1975.
Spinks, who won a gold
medal during the 1976
Olympics at Montreal,
told reporters he had used the gun to fire shots into an open field to
celebrate "making it to
the New Year."
"I don't carry guns, no
weapons at all," said the
fighter. He said he forget
the weapon was in his

N F L honors rookie Allen
scoring leader in 1982 and
linchpin of the the Los

THE HARLEM
GLOBETROTTERS.
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Winner or loser'
In regards to 'poets
you're usually labeled
one or the other.
Especially in boring.
How many KOs does a
fighter have' TKOs'
How about close decisions'
A fighter is measured
by his ability to punch his
way into the left-hand column. Rarely does a loser
make headlines unless
somebody's trying to make a lesser kid pack up fighters in the ring with
make him a meatloal and slink out the back him. He's only had one
mismatch, his first one,
contender for an up-and- door. But not Jay.
The kid's a pine.knot in where he -was definitely
coming champion
In the Murray Police a sea of rough lumber and beat. At least two or three
Boxing Club, an organiza- he's determined to stick of the others could easily
tion for the area's youth with his new-found sport have gone either way,"
(and a few young men, come thick or thin. Lately Rogers contends.
In his last bout Thomas
tool, there- are the stars there's been a lot more
fought a youngster who
and the not-so-hot boxers. thick than thin.
In spite of his dubious was 4-0 and lost a split
It's hard t6 tell by their
on
records, however, which beginning, Thorrias is the deciaien-.-14e-e4soinokone Rogers points to as another opponent who
are which
Jay Thomas, 13, is a indicative of the club's had fought 40 fights and• spirit and determination. came within an eyelash of
prime example
''Sure he gets upsetting him.
Thomas, whose
"Jay's getting better
nickname is Jabbin' Jay, discouraged," Rogers
is a tough little number. says about Thomas, every match," Rogers
Barely tipping the scales "anybody woald with an said. "He blocks a lot of
at 75 pounds he's pint- oh-and-five record. But punches and he's learned
sized compared to many that doesn't stop him. He not to stand toe-to-toe
just works harder than with the other guy and
of the team's members.
swap licks. He's learned
MPBC coach David ever."
Rogers will - attest that - -E v er y -du y t-lie to'move around more and
Thomas is probably the youngster can be seen do- that's going'to help him a
second-best boxer in the ing roadwork near the lot later on. Right now
club. He'll also tell you lake ( New Concord area i he's learning the funon a 2.2 mile course, half damentals well and by
Jay is 0-5.
the time he's in high
That's right. Zip and of which is uphill.
Every Monday and school he should be really
five
- -record that --might Thursday night you- can, tough." •
Thomas' -father, Ken
find Thomas religiouslyworking out in the club's Thomas manager of Murnew location in the old ray Cablevision,
Tappan building on East videotapes all the club's
Main Street near the fights and attends all his
son's bouts. After each
railroad tracks.
Jab and move, move bout the videotapes are
will be that of condition- and jab. , The sparring available to the club
Rogers and
ing people to summer sessions against the other. coaches
Rick
club
fighters
has
brought
laster
who use
football.
"In that respect, unlike Thomas to the point the tafies for training purthe AFL, they are trying where he's on the verge of poses.
The team's next
to do something un- finding his firirvictory.
He's
already
'made
a
engagement
will be Jan.
natural. They have access to plenty of players reputation against the 15 in Covington, Tenn.
The bouts will be a warand they have an exciting other novice fighters in
product as well as net- the Jackson, Tenn., area mup for the invitational
work TV exposure and Many coaches already fights in Jackson later
refuse Rogers' offer CO let this month.
proceeds
Thomas fight their beginLocal youth are invited
''But one can't ners.
to join the MPBC by atminimize people's habits.
"He's fought so good tending one of
They aren't easy to against some of the guys workout sessions on Monchange In June people who beat him the other day or Thursday nights
will be going on vacation coaches don't want their from 6:30-8 p.m.
and in July to the beach.
In the spring and early
summer, they will be getting interested in major
league baseball as well as
such summer sports as
tennis and golf. --

USFL could learn from old AFL

Murrayan Sammons
to coach at Dyer Co.
Murray native John
Sammons, Jr , was
selected as the new head
football coach at Dyer
Count) Tenn during a
recent meeting of the
('ount) Board of Education
Sammons. a Murray
State graduate, replaces
Ab Davis who coached
the Choctaws for 21
years
Sammons served as an
assistant under Davis for
four V ears and was &Lao

•
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Spinks also said there
was no high-speed chase.
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Kentucky survives 52-50 score

SCOREBOARD
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Watch out for Auburn; Tigers on roll
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Coach Sonny Smith:5
Auburn Tigers are making a bid for basketball
respect - on the national
level, not just within the
Southeastern Conference
Other coaches in the
SEC issued a warning
before the season began
that the Tigers should not
be overlooked. Auburn
stated its case emphatically Wednesda
night by belting fifthranked Alabama 91-80.
"The Auburn program
is corning up and I know a
lot of high school players
are feeling that about our
basketball team," said
Darrell Lockhart, who
had 10 points as he made
his 85th start in a row
The victory ,was the
fifth in succession for
Auburn, 9-2 overall, and
left the Tigers deadlocked with No. 3 Kentucky in
the early stages of the
conference race with a 2-0
record.
It took a blocked shot
by Melvin Turptn with
two seconds left to
preserve Kentucky's
tougher-than-expected _
52-50 conquest of Louisiana State.
In other SEC action,
Mississippi set a single
game.: league mark by
shooting 76 pment from
the field in destroying
Vanderbilt 7742 and Jeff

Malone scored from the
top of the key with one second remaining to give
Mississippi State a 62-60
tnurnph over Florida
No 12 Tennessee and
Georgia were idle
Charles Barkley , hitting 10 of 14 shots. scored

27 points and Odell
Mosteller added 23 to
spark Auburn. Ennis
Whatley had a game-high
31 points for the Crimson
Tide. 8-2. which last its
conference' opener at
Florida 89-85 Monday
night-.
Barkley's basket' with
7:19 left put the Tigers
ahead to stay at 68-66 and,
after the Tide cut the
margin to181-76,- he came
baek-With a slam-dunk
over Bobby Lee Hurt and
converted it into a 3apoint

play to settle the issue with six minutes, but had
with 55 seconds remain- to withstand a Bayou
ing
Bengal rally. Derrick
I really wanted to play Hord's 3-second lane
good tonight,- said violation with 25 seconds
Barkley "Alabama beat ..to play gave 1SU an opus twice last year and 1
- 16-Tiree an
didn't %ant that to hap- overtime, but Turpin
pen again this '.ear "
blocked Leonard Mitchell's 1S-footer•with two
seconds to play
'
Master led the
Wildcats. 10-1, with 14
points and Mitchell had 12
for 1.-S13 • 84-and 0-2.
"It was a great block
by Turpm." said Coach
Dale Brown of ISU
think it was a clean
block
"Melvin's block was
practically the gamesaver." said Kentucky
Coach Joe B Hall
Despite the .set back.
Brown was pleased
"They played well," he
said.- This is the first
.time we have played 40
minutes of intelligent
"Auburn was able to basketball"
beat us on the boards, and
Although Ole Miss. 8-3
when they do that and -1-1, was setting a
they're tough." said record for marksmanWhatley:A-he best team ship. Coach Lee Hunt
won tonight, but well be credited defense With the
back."
victory over Vandy. 10-3
"We kept our cool." and 1-1.
said -Lockhart. - "I never ."This was undoubtedly
had the feeling of *here our best overall game of
we go again' when they the season." said Hunt of
made a run at us. I fel the road conquest. •AVe
our guys would hold had -a hand in their face
together at the end and be all night long, and that
able to come through."
was the story of the
At Kentucky. the Raffle
Wildcats held a 50-41 lead
'We didn't execute
••

Louisville thwarts Wesleyan efforts
LOUISVILLE. Ky..
AP) - Kentucky
Wesleyan Coach Mike
Polito says a basketball
team can't afford a dry
spell Against a team the
caliber of No. 13
Louisville, especially if
the victim is a Division II
team.
"You can't have a
stretch against a team
like Louisville, like you
can against a team at our
level," Pollio said following Wesleyan's 79-58 loss
to Louisville Wednesday
night.
Pollio was referring to
the start of the second

NUR), whose_ team
top.417;12. iLthe half
and had been outrebound: ranked. No. 2 in Division
ed 20-12 by the smaller II and reached the Final
Panthers.
Four of last year's
as I Annsville
Loutsville--stretched its ,playoffs
margin to 29 before did in Division 1
termCoach Denny Crum ed the current Louisville
cleared his bench.
team "awesonie."
"They are a . pretty • • "l,ouisville flat out
*Rood team," Crum said. stuck it to us defensivehalf, when Louisville "I was impressed. They ly," Polito said. "We realoutscored the Panthers were outmanned but ly had trouble. _I thought
'before the . gatne
21-2. including one stretch played hard.
"Our defense in the se- Louisville might set a
of 19 straight points.
The blowout.nullified a cond half was really ree.ord for blocked shots.
scrappy, hustling effort good. We got after them," and they may have
Louisville.. now 10-2, reby Wesleyan during the Crum said. "We haven't
first half. Although played many Division II jected 13 Kentucky
Louisville never trailed: learns: They have to be Wesleyan shots and forced 1? turnovers.
the Cardinals were only near the top

NatoShack

well, and I said all season
that we have to play well
ever) game to win in this
league.- said Vandy
Coach C
Newton "As
for our shooting, their
defense' deserves most of
the credit for forcing us
out of our offense and
making us take poor
shots"
Roger Stieg led the 11,1141111.14•1 • .A.41.144.9111alta•
4.ST
Rebels with 21 points and
I / ••
it Ai
Carlos Clark added 20
Jeff .Turner and Ted
• I %I
Young each had 16 for the
1
Conuliodores, who had
won five in a row.
0.•....,
Mississippi State also
•
snam61.1 a- 5-game winning streak for Florida
when ,Malone's last N. 711
Sec ,cri,l
capped a
cono•back from a 10-point
&fit it
Malone finished with 28
points. 20
the. second
half. and Eugene
A
McDowell had 27 for the
Gators State is now 8-3
•
anti 1-1 and Florian fell tb
7-5 and 1 1
Cl:.•t'
-To be 10 points down
and win at Florida, it
does take sonic mental
tong hness • to • • do that •
A
said. State ('teach Bob..
Boyd "A 5.ear ago we
T
couldn't ha% e won- that
•I
game
Coach Norm Sloan of
Florida 'camel: ..They had a
great man-to-man
defense -Friel:. had- us NEW N'oRK Al:totally disorganized and'
Cleveland linebat ker
they wiped' Init. our leadd
Chip hanks was the the
fast
14:A1AI%
•11i-g Mite PotosiRookie of the Year
robin •schedule resumes
!he ktiSitiAilteil 're's..
Saturda with Kentucky
at Alabama. Auburn at
Florida. Georgia at 1.St
Tennessee at oh. Nils,
and Vanderbilt at 4413041th 12th Strimit
Mrms-cipin-State -•• •
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NCAA penalizas
Wichita St. again
MISSION,Kan API The NCAA has levied
another probation
against its most penalized 'member, Wichita
State University, this
WIN for violations in the
school's football program.
Wichita State, which
now has been cited seven
times by the NCAA since
It began its enforcement
PrelPem in 1962. was
dined Wednesday with
two-year probation

Racers; center Diane
Oakley and forward
SharonCooper, have used
their inside power to lead
Murray State. The 6-4
Oakley'poured in a combined 46 points against
Easternand Morehead,
getting 20 points against
Eastern and 26 at
Morehead. Cooper put in

s1
/
4
28 points in the two
games.
Oakley is currently
ranked second in the Ohio
Valley' Conference scoring race with 19.4 points
per game She also holds
fourth place in the rebounding chart with a
10.6-mark.
The Lady Racers will

‘‘!s7.••••81.1.911

retiirn home Saturday •
Jan 8 to play Bettie! College, but will return to theroad again for 'games
with-Tennessee Tech
t Jan 14 and Western
gentucky sJaii 151
The game with Western
will be broadeast over
statewide television On
KET-TV
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Lady Racers collide with UTM,Bethel
The Murray . State
University women's
basketball team will
return to court action this
week with games against
the --lady Pacers of UT
Martin and the Bethel
College Wildcats.
The Lady Racers i 1-41
will play their third
straight road. game
Thursday as they venture
into Tennessee to play
Martin-Hi-2i. This will be
the second. Meeting between the two squads thia.
stain/T-11w-Lady Paiers
took the upper hand in the
first clash with an 82-72
advantage. Leading the
way for the Pacers will be
Sandra Lase who is currently averaging 19.4 pts.
per game and 12.2 rebounds.
Murray State recently
completed an unsuccessful road trip in which
it lost two conference
games to Eastern Kentucky e75-70e and
Morehead State 7543.
The Lady Racers played
well in both contests, but
were without the playing
strength of junior guard
Mina Todd who was forced to the sidelines with an
illness Todd's return is
uncertain.
Two veteran Lady

‘Vi
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STORE WIDE
3 DAYS ONLY
'Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Jan. 6th 7th, 8th
AAA4d6. AA
*All Athletic Shoes - 200 Styles
*500 Warm Ups All Men's, Ladies, and Childrens
*School Jackets
*Tennis Outfits
*Footballs, Basketballs, Soccer Balls
*Hooded Sweat Tops & Pants
*Tennis and Racquetball Rackets

1."

--

hint el

On AU Lines Of
New 1982 & 1983
Ford Cars & Trucks*

*Jerseys, T -Shirts, Nylon & Satin Jackets
Sizes

A
A

=141M14

'Y euiPi 6 .18 Adult A ") 'hi., •

Select from the largest inventory of athletic shoes in this
area...Nike, Puma, Converse,
Adidias, Pro-Keds, Tretorn,
Brooks, Tiger, Pony, New
Balance, Spot-lilt, Bata,
Asahi.

Over 200 warm-ups in stock.
All styles colors, youth thru
men: XL. Adidias, Winning
Ways, Court Casual, Loom
Togs, Bonnie.

This is what you've been waiting for. irehi,
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SPORTING GOODS

v:_4vaikaPiew
Customs Service charges three,including ex-CIA agent, with conspiracy
1444 10.111E NI 11/1

.k.LEDGER A

I harsday

6. NO

API
have been indicted on assembly line to the
CIA agent and. charges they conspired to Soviet Union in exchange
- other businessmen export a diesel engine for S5 million.
•
The U S Customs Service said the three were
charged
after allegedly
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
seeking the help of a &linFEELING WITH GENUINE
my corporation, set up by
agents, to get the
federal
PARTS
GM
equipment to, the Soviet
Union
One of the defendants.
Paul Sakwa of
Washington, workkl for
the CIA from 1%2 to 1962
Jane Taylor. a ('1A
spokeswoman. said she
was unable to say what he
did for the agency
1980 Oldsmobile Delta 88
But Sakwa was described in a July 1973 article in
the New York Times as
the CIA's chief of covert
activities in Vietnam
from 1959'10 1961 After
leaving the CIA, he worked at the State Department from 1962 to 1964.
according to department
641 S Murray
753-2617
records
Also named in the 11ount indictment return-
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A

t

•

ed by a federal grand for the Soviet 1Cama
jury in Alexandria, Va., River truck complex. was
were Stephen G. Carter of described by federal ofpplatine. 1W, and Gerald ficials as a -critical"
F McCall of Toronto. component of the fac..Canada. All were ar- tory's operations The
rested in the Washington manufacturer said it conarea Dec 711 and freed on sisted of automatic combonds 'ranging from pressed air-operated
$10,000 to $15,000.
equipment that puts an
The defendants were engine together from its
charged with conspiracy, components
to defraud the United
Such shipments are
States and conspiracy to restricted by the Comviolate provisions of the merce Department
Export Administration which. since March 1902,
Act They were also has required esport
charged with wire fraud
licenses for products
The charges could br- bound for the Kama
ing penalties of up to five River plant Applications
years in prison arid a for such licenses generalmaximum fine of $10.000 ly are denied, the departon the ( onspiracy count ment said
and five years in prison
The factory was built
and a fine of five times with U S help, but later
the value of the item for officials contended that
violations of the Export trurks made there were
Administration Act
used during Moscow's inThe assembly line. % asion of Afghanistan
originally manufactured
‘11 three defendants
by Ingersoll-Rand Corp
were associated with Perof Woodcliff Lake, N J
formance Sales and

rfTW

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
at=m

Marketing Inc.. based in
Chicago, according to
William Von Raab. COMnuastancr of the Customs
Service. Carter said he is
_ president of. the commodities export business.
Carter. reached by
phone, declined to comment. as did McCall's attorney. William Moffitt.

Sakwa has no. listed surance Co. of Pitttelephone.
sburgh.in October ISM.
In Woodcliff Lake.
N J • Ingersoll-Rand
spokesman, Hugh Wolfe
said his company turned
over the uncompleted 10
million Russian order to
Its insurance company,
National Union Fire In-

'Ilse insurer moved the
equipment the following
February, and Wolfe said
he did not know what happened to it.
There was no answer at
the insurance company
office in Pittsburgh.

Defendants plead innocent
LEXINGTON. Ky.
1API - Defendants Ins
highway bid-rigging indictment pleaded innocent Wednesday before
U S District Judge Bernard T. Moynahan Jr.
Who scheduled a March
10-hearing to set a trial
date
•
The defendants
seven corporations and
seven businessmen are
charged with conspiring
to allocate state bridgerepair projects among
the

The individual defendants were released on
$1.000 bonds.
Corporations charged
in the indictment were
13Ft&M Inc.. Lexington;
CEE Inc., Lexington;
G BI, Construction Co.,
Mitchellsburg; Lail CoInc.. Lexington; Ramco
Construction Co..
Frankfort; Safety
Engineering Co., Paint
Lick, and Statewide
Engineering Inc.. Lexington
_Individuals indicted

were GBI. COnstruction
Co. President Gerald T.
Edwards and Vice President Bobby Lee Edwards; Lail Co. President
Robert H. Lail; Kamm
President Donald W
Mills; Safety Engineering President Donald W
Henderson and Vice
President John W
Henderson, and
Statewide Engineering
President James F. Lail.
No individual officers
of BR&M Inc. or .CEE
Inc. were charged.
-----
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We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!

Mon.-Sat.
Specials Good
Jon. 6 thru Jan. 12

•
•

Blue Bonnet

OLEO
1 BLut

/

1_ lb.

Bonus
, Special
'Dne With
$15.00 Order

With S 15.00 Additions/ Porches*
irciv.ling Tobacco S Dairy Prodocts

SosIbtro litaitts Soil idiot

CORN MEAL

ii

•

Wit* 515.00 Atiolitioasi halms,
Iscirdiag rowbocco S Dory Proacts

69c
2/89c PEAS/1
TOMATO SAUCE
2/89c 'Kis

6

Both With
$30.00 Order
All Three
With
$45.00 Order

limit 5 lb.

s SIN!
sr

;,5

s f.ext SW,

GREEN BEANS

29 oz.

Wit* 515.00 AMti000l Porches*
Exclaim Tame* S Dairy Protirets

kir won,
SLICES

APPLE JUICE
STEAK SAUCE

!11

2/89c "ICE
C Ail lows
FRUIT DRINK

3fii

SLICES

8gc
BLEACH
sl" LIQUID
Clew

FRESHENER

iris

irtisSiN

/5'7 Az

PM

S Etiftintl

s Cu.Se or *Isis Krill

CORN
Ina
SPAGHETTI

1

Irani Air

/Doc BEANS
Uti

$ 49 Ito PtitiwU

Jul Irma

flows

41: L

bet knotting

kits hum
OIL

*
Ciro Au

1

-

t

U.S. Choice
Boneless

U.S. Choke
Boneless Arm Cut

CHUCK
ROAST
$ 69
I

_

1

4

t

Peaches

/ PEACHES

11,1catt 1'111 twin?

PEAS
too s
GREEN BEANS
1

406
8

5 Lb.

Hunt's.

Hunts Helves or-Slked

SUGAR

' .i..e... #

limit 4

LY

Henderson
Super-Fine

%Er

-

SWIM

STEAK
89

$.1

lb

PRODUCE

Center Slice

U.S. Choke
Extra Lean

'
''.411b4r's‘' •

AWED_
HAM
$289

,

CHILL
MEAT

$18?

MEAT

MILK

Cars fresi

Own's lest NIlabi

. 179

5
11:1

Tiffin .3118J,59

U.S. ClisiCt Extra Wit Vent

CHUCK

11. $179

Emmy Croat

TOES 1E1 $r BUT
GRAPEFRUIT S LP sin U.S. Chsics lije
STEAK
ftellifEE
19C tS. Choice

7
01
•tl
Pk

3-411. Pkg.

$129

a Ma

_

Et

11E7' .$321
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?RH

MAGIC ONE

sr

NEESE

/WOSart

RIDS -

$929
HAM .
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Louisville-area high schools use recruiting to attract students, money
Truuty High School, for dreamed up the DeSales enrollment has
"Choosing a high
But now, as she finishes the cost involved in sen- experience as Trinity's
s c h o o 1 ' instance, has sent Mark bus slogan, and Sells are
declinstay
in the past
few up her first year as the ding a child to Catholic devElopmerit director.
Decide...DeSales.- the Sells to 31 Catholic among. the development years:- Burke works to school's .development: school IS a lot to most of
Arthough most of the
elementary schools in the directors who have crop- keep the students com- director, she's seen tui- our families," Sells said
message says.
development offices are
past few months. He talks ped up in Catholic lugh ing. talking with them at tion rise to $1,200 a year
While tuition increases still in their infani Sells
Recruiting campaigns with with seventh- and schools in Jefferson their elementary,schools for the. school's 500 steadily, Catholic schools said. he KlIkrrieN .1 Ude
designed to draw eighth-grade boys about County in the last two and inviting them to open students.
now have to compete with about w hetticr t .'
students as well as money the *•special at- years
The actual cost of Jefferson ('ounty. public VanlItir,
houses
ht•tlk
I AM'
are being used by six mosphere' at Trinity
educating
a
young
sc
hoots
Five
which
are
it•
a
of
developthe
gaining
PalgaS
"
While some of the six
LotliavIlle-area schools.
Tim Burke. who
still teach a class or two. ment directors interview- woman at Presentation is a more favorable image. battle iii Li N pc, w ith
ed Tuesday said the most closer to $1,1100 or. so, she Sells said
schools tr% me. to k;iltdo
they're paid, for the
Because of that, each other vi ItIL1:111:to educate thosemostpar who essential key is finding said.
Each Catholic high i'atholic high schools !MAI- % .m,1 lot
wifys to bridge the gap
WASHINGTON t AP)- the Transportation at the time said the pro- don't grace the halls of
between the money that school -is responsi bre for must be more aggressive hype
schools
respective
their
The government, con- Department is focusing blem was confined to
parents and students pay making up any budget in seeking donations froni
%lost sit the do r‘
vinced that repairs 18 on all 1980 model X-Body 47,000 of the vehicles that Their jobs are to sell a
in tuition and the cost of deficit
alumni and from (lir. 1.11(1 1116 rr.111:(' Th.it
Catholic
product
a
months ago to thousands, cars with manual were built prior to July
"None of the Catholic porate soUrces and in eVe'llf11.,111‘ ff10% $A111 !ro
educating students in
education
of General Motors cars transmissions, including 1979.
schools wants to charge locating money for r'01111141.1111! for OW ".5!! to
Catholic schools.
At same the time,
failed to correct brake the ChevrOlet Citation,
Bishop David. St. - When Kathy San- so much money that the scholarships. the l'Orp(r1.1fl• (11141.II
.Ifiti
defects, is'Mout to order Pontiac Phoenix. however, NHTSA inXavier, Assumption and tamassino began her become something that development de
irctors
of
the.sanic
aluttiLa
a recall of 220,000 of the Oldsmobile Omega, and vestigators already were
Presentation Academy senior,,year at Presenta- only rich people can af- said
of the opinion that the
1980 automobiles, ac- Buick Skylark
also are using develop- tion Academy in the fall ford.- Ms Santamassuisi
have to project an lit t' n11% 111 1 / 1'1
!,•I
The mid-sized front- problem was in the
coiding to government
ment directors
of 1969, she paid $250 to said
image.- said Sells, who graduated bolo 10!, 1 ,•,
wheel drive cars were in- thickness of the rear
sources.
'Given the econiaio,, has had about
c;it
At I),-Sales, where complete that year
ratholti• Inch
troduced with great fan- brake lining in cars
The investigation by
fare in April 1979. But in equipped with manual
dit%.4 1r m% 111".•,
August 1981, General transmissions and not in
nit I "OI h"""oh 1 1)no•• of Plunge! 1.,r**%**1
• . •
Motors recalled 47,000 of the valves. One source
them because of corn- ,satd the agency was •'99
AtiliN
plaints that the rear percent sure" in the suml• • "Is
U,
• ol.orri..i
brakes were locking mer of 1961 that the brake
.:11glee.
Eh,
think th..
I., ,ti % 5.1.•.1
prematurely, causing the lining was the culprit I ti.•iirmg
I'.' 4111.11lird .11% N.1%, Wi11.11
t
tho• t.411c,
cars to go into a
Harold Jackson, a
\I
I
dangerous spin.
General Motors
Investigators of the Na- spokesman confirmed
IWAH ONF:: Mar
"ti ldes arc ustiall% on
•••••••
tional Highway Traffic that the company is "considered "one," 1•111 III III 11,11114M. Ili, cost .111.1111(f
Safety Administration tinuing to work with the
By Abigail Van Buren
111V1111.41 four is at is.
have concluded that the government" on the
If this isn't agreeable to all soncerned. perliaos
GM recall in 1961 focused brake issue, but said,
_1
he...single
_tutex ititutald.50 tug he _tut
Frames Drake
on the -wrong - problem We know- nothing-about
married rouplei4 go bagel'ICI I'M /III. •t hit'
FRIDAY,
FOR
and was not broad any additiorual recalls."
JANUARY 7, 1983
enough, said the sources. Robert Stemple, a GM
tft- 111411-1f•rf •••
I FAH AHHY I
What kind of day will teaser- who asked not to be Wen- vice president, defended
---TTIT All iiitN -This
• k•
se,
re
low
tiareiits
children
mother•an
from
your
column
mat
what
To
find
the
GM's
1981
row be?
tilled.
actions. "Has. ‘toplit•ti
lid's V. PI"
might timi this5tratss'r ill's''
times. etc . so I thought
stars say, read the forecast The federal highway ed on the data we have to.5550.1. lift %lir 1.1It
!"
traders
I don t know who wrote
your
worth
with
shartns
,
04-irtV
41%
r '
'
"
given for your birth sign.
-safety agency said only day and the facts we have
_
_
it Mavlw
5i1 your readers will
I ',app.',
111.1h IA It• •
that the investigation is we think we've done exI 11." IN
•••,s111.1)11111:
hr. AM,
I
i• • tl,
i••:1 •
ARIES
actly what has been
continuing.
I)EAR ELLIE: It 1sorf111.1t1‘
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 41Y6
F% "The case is still open. necessary," he said.
'
,
III, • it 1••• rt •
r.
Errors in judgment could We are still pressing the
CA1.01411.: UM'\ FEU'S PRAYER
'slit),, I
."'• •
%...11
'
occur in financial dealings case and if the 1981 fix
The laird Os my shepherd I 'shall not w ant
I.
•,1 Ltd% c•••
Ile I hi II!
with friends, but otherwise.had salved all the pro_
lie maketh me lie down and do push-ups..
you'll impress others blems we would have
He givrth me tiollywood bread.
161111./1.101 I •
t ,
14..1$1
r.
•
favorably today.
He restoreth my waistline.
been able to close this FRANKFORT, Ky..
JII, Ito • cAs• I •••
I
•
TAURUS
mine
ovt.n
He lesdeth me past the' refrigerator for
, ckse much sooner," said (ta
lilting It
r) -- Kentucky
"( Apr 20 to May at)
sake.
theft ,,ip•
1•111. uh r•••
uk t • •
Raymond A
A. Peck, 'lawmakers in town for
Ray
Your mind's on work and
lie maketh me. to partake of the green hean• instead
t,,..1%tm; !.••
,7trator.
you may inadvertently ignore agency's admini
of the potatoes.
. • their first-ever organizaI PAi ...I.!,
ii
the feelings of a loved ube. The agency said it has tional session don't have
He leadeth me past the pissuria
4
•• •
Yea, though I walk through the halterv,
Social contacts nelP You out received 203 complaints,' much business or social
about --brakes locking activity
I shall not falter, for thou art with me.
_
careerwtse.
it on their (-Wenprematurely in 1980 X- dam.
Tith and Frescit, they comfort me.
GEMINI
Cetting married? ,Nliether
atii is formal
Body cars. At least 'two The city of Frankfort
Thou preparest a diet for me in the presence of mine
(May 21 to June 20)
church wedding or so simple. "441.1, otii
et thing"
enemies.
been
filed
Be tactful with loved ones suits have
reremom. get Abby 's new booklet send SI plus s.
hosted a reception for
Thou
anoints-.t ms lettuce with low -cal oil.
long, selfuildressed, stomped 137 cs.tilri s•n%..1111.11. t111
You'll be able to turn extra against General Motors legislators Tuesday night
My cup will not ostistflow
A bbN
Wr(14filig Kim
1'.11. Hiss 3,492.i, 1141111. tA • o•
responsibility on the job into a as a result of the braking at the Old Capitol
Surely Hy kris') and D-Zerta .hall follow me all the
U1'11111.00' .
_
plus for you. Stay on top of problems, including one Building,and George
things.
by a family of -a New
Atkins, a candidate for
CANCER
Alh z,...4 York man killed when his lieutenant governor, M(June 21 to July 22) sum.-47 car struck a tree.
him for
STARTS TODAY!
Y°.may decide to invest in General Motors vited them to join
w and refrestunents.
art. Iiistra duties may arise in manufactured more than .oo
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr:
Rush In early for best selection
connection with offspring. 1,1 million 1900 model
i.an and his wife, Phyllis
Business ties are helpful.
Body
George Brown, invited
cars in 1979 and
LEO
with about one-fifth them equip-the legislators to their
I July 23 to Aug. 22)
220 000 _
home near Lexington on
'
Close ties are touchy bef
—
"
re lied with manual tai
night.
noon and require considera- transmissions. In- Wednesday
—
"We haven't seen each
Lion. Romantic outings are fun vestigators
•
believe the
other for seven or eight
and lead to greater closeness..
problem is confined to the
months,and we thought it
VIRGO
cars with manual
(Aug. 23 toSept.
would be nice to have
transmissions.
on the
Sensitive egosiob
them out at the house
need to be bandied carefully. In announcing the 1981 before the game," the
The light touch restores har- recall, General Motors governor said, referring
mony. Begin new protects said the brake problem to the University of Kenwas caused by a valve
lucky basketball game in
that regulates brake fluid Leataasaa aaainst Lout_
LIBRA
e. "
I Sept. 23 to(ct.22) Ilia& 411 pressure. The company otoolit;
Firmness of resolve brings ,
success. Avoid minor money
disputes. Creative types enjoy
unusual productivity. Social
sr
visits are lucky.
SCORPIO
wsr EV ge
W
tOct. 23 to Nov. 21) "VeIP
You may take a casual
remark the wrong way. Add a
touch, of beauty to the home.
Be on the lookout for a nice
Sample Savings
piece of furniture.
-SAGITTARIUS
4/1/
1
4
0
The store-wide clearance
CORDUROY PANTS
( Nov. 22W Dec. 211.. ^
Don't waste extra mental
sale you've waited
energy in gossip, but utilize
don't miss outl
creativity. Some good news
makes for happy times after
dark.
log
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 vii1
FLANNEL SLACKS
BLOUSES
You're inclined to bicker
with friends about money.
ww• 322 99
Honors carnmitrnent loan old
acquaintance. You may
decide to spruce up a bit.
4s AQUARIUS
( Jan. 30 to Feb. 18) 4111
4
Career talks could go astray
SHIRTS
SILK ANGORA SWEATERS
over details. Stick to main
WWII $11 9.91399
were i19 99.22 99
issues. Socially, you'll make a
hit with others. Enjoy
(NO44
004i$13
popularity.
PISCES
(Feb. Hilo Mar.20)
Don't look for greener
DRESSES
SKIRTS
ROBES
. Happiness muss at
,esif you'll tap your
wet. $25 99 39 99
woes $23 99.27 99
wore fit 99
creative juices. Study, read
and grow wise!
YOU BORN TODAY are
o14$12
something of a perfectionist
T•$S.°
and may be toe meths of
others. You like to probe the
mysteries ofWe and may be
drawn to slime or religion.
Yea have an anslytical,mled.
se UCH per yd.$491
but need a geed Wombat to
PLUS SIZES
'SIZES
JUNIOR & MISSES
moths yew grads*
--IN STOCK NOW--- -Mil. Law. • ban::
14
/
1
2-24
/
1
2
. 32-46
indlehmt, seism
01•11-rese-Drapesan mow et the
mud
Cendees-Swegs-heric
los Iwo
edrairlemolog. Yoshio oh,'
STNNATES---the shift
maw
somi
lolzietet
Feb. lit 1
lo•
• to
1114:e
613•-• p.a.
I
Chem Os Toe;
Mods Mir" tistisait;
brelhoso4 towhee MAO
Cal 75346M ter awe leheuellee
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center 759 1611 Open 10 9 Mon. thru Thur. 10 9.30 Fri. 8, Sot. 1 5 Sunday
a
j i= Mom p$1111-•
etas.
LOUISVILLE. Ky.
I AP) - Several dozen city buses circulating
throughout the Louisville
area carry a recruiting
message on their sides.
The messaga, isn't
boosting t hell armed
forces but a local Catholic
high school.

GM to order recall of 1980 cars

Your Individual
Horoscope

Calorie-Conscious Reader
Counts Heres

Legislative
calendar light.

n.004-
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CORRECTION

A coepon on Storey's ad in
Wednesday's paper advertisad 128 oz. Wisk Detergent for
$2.99. It should lune been 64
oz. Wisk Detergent $2.99
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WINTER
ENTIRE INVENTORY .....,,
..
FASHION

.•

for'...

$14.

JONES
GRAY
UPHOLSTRY

$6•8

105 N. 7tIo
753-0600

Cilir

INVENTORY SALE
SO4
Remnants

Vinyl
Rd Ends woo

flig
!

'
195-20
0

ENTIRE COAT DEPARTMENT ALSO ON SALE!
In most stores

FASHION BUG $v

••••
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A Jekyll-and-Hyde city enduresthe best of times, worst of times
MIAMI (API Tourism in Miami is off
10 percent, refugees have
washed ashore by the
thousands, drug trafficking is rampant, ethnic
groups are polarized and
poor black neighborhoods
- have been wracked by
.bloody riots in 1980 and
again last week.
• Yet the long shadows
;appearing on Biscayne
'Bay signal prosperity
.the first new skyscrapers
in a decade rise among
.the palm trees downtown.
: Nearly 20 construction
• projects are under way
:and the number of international bank offices here
surpassed New York this
year

America's youngest big
city has a split personality.
Once a balmy community dependent on
-tourism, it has in less
than a decade become a
center of international
finance and trade. But
along with the new identity came drug running, a
soaring crime rate and _a
volatile ethnic mix
City officials lay the
blame for Miami's pro;
blem on growing pains.
"Miami is now experiencing what New
York experienced in the
1940s it is becoming an
international city, with
international people,"
says City Manager

Howard Gary. "With
growth Mere comes
Pain."
The growth as an intirnatIonal city has shielded
Miami from the harsher
effects of recession that
might have resulted from
a tourist-dependent
economy. But in the
midi; of the boom, Miami
"forgot to bring along the
Mack community," says
Gary, the first black city
manager here and a product of the Liberty City
slums
"People have got to
realize that to keep our
big economic pie intact,
you've got to give some of
it away to those who are
less fortunate"
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superhighway, in a
neighborhood of rat-and
roach-infested tenements
and vacant lots called
Overtown.
Last week a Hispanic
police officer shot and
killed a young black man
In a video arcade there,
spawning two days of
sporadic looting, rock
throwing and car burntng There was one other
death, as well as M Injuries and 43 arrests as
police sealed off Overtown
The barricades are
gone, but the poor housing, lack of jobs and feeling of isolation remain.
"It's., like a puddle of
kerosene, Just waiting for
a match," says Barbara
Carey, a Metro-Dade
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eludes Miami, 1. 47 percent white, M percent
Hispanic and 17 percent
black. Among the
Hispanics are Cubans.
toll then: 18 dead, $100 Nicaraguans, Colommillion in property bians and }fait**,Some
damage and 250 business
refugees without skills or
destroyecL
education have displaced
Despite an infusion of blacks in service-related
$7 million from the jobs. many of which rebusiness community. quire bilingual skills.
Liberty City hasn't
One reason racial harchanged much, Mayor
mony hasn't cane easily
Maurice Ferre concedes. Is that few of the 1.5
Joblessness is higher million residents of the
than before the riots and metropolitan • area have
many businesses never
roots here, the mayor
returned.
says. Miami is young
"We live in a communi- even by U.S. standards. It
ty ,that divides itself on was incorporated U
ethnic lines in a stronger years ago, when financier
way than just about any Henry Flagler extended
other community in his railroad south from
America," Ferre said West Palm Beach.
Saturday "With cutMiami's proximity to
backs in federal funds,
America and its
Latin
that
question
there's no
the most affected party in huge bilingual population
the whole process is the have contributed to the
recent economic growth.
black community."
Dade County, which in- Five years ago, Floridaan extension of the tension that has existed
since Liberty City exploded into* riots in 1980. The
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AUNT FRITZ!
IS GETTING
ANNOYED
WITH ME --

Now the city is trying to
Improve its position as an
intersataxial commerce
center. It is also trying to
re-establish itself as a
tourist destination with
new luxury hotels and a
convention-conference
center.
A phalanx of cranes is
reinventing the skyline.
Some 58 building projects
worth more than $2
billion are under way, including a World Trade
Center, a new Dade County Courthouse, condominiums and banks. A
20-mile elevated railway
system for commuters,
with a pricetag of $1
billion, is set for completion next year.
There's all kinds of

Lawrence E. Lamb1M.D.
DEAR DR, LAMB I am surgery five years ago but
68 sears old and has,. the specialist said I had had
arthritis in almost evers a recent heart attack and
joint It is particularls shouldn't be operated on
severe in ms left knee I then
I wear a heavy long woolhave been to my family dia
tor and three orthopedic en stocking on my left leg
surgeons All three Say. Let and it helps prevent pain
me give you a total knee But the pain is worse after I
replacement
No guaran- have played golf, bowled or
tee no dancing no golf and worked in the garden or
no bowling Just that you will yard
Your
be.. able to walk and bend DEAR READER
your knee And no guarantee story suggests a number of
to take the pain away 100 medical problems before
you consider surgery I think
percent_
bow'T nii sbcfuld be Terred to a
If IThaye to giveup
ing and golf why get a new rheumatologlst They should
be listed in the Yellow Pages
knee" I take 16 Ecotrin
day and lour toinidine and of the nearest large city
four Inderal with two telephone directory under
minipress every day I m rheumatology, under physiactive but have lots of pain---- cians Your family doctor
I took INS() but the doc- should be willing to refer
tor says not to as it's bad for you to such a specialist or
-yoga eyes It dld take away good arthritis clinic in your
area
the pain
I am concerned- MOM the If you are correct about
circulation in my left leg having signfficant circulatofrom the knee to the ankle ry problems in your left leg.
but the orthopedic surgeon that could be a problem if
doesn't pay any attention to you had surgery Also your
that I was in the hospital for heart and circulation status
JOT TELL TkEm
YOU'RE 5tEEP2:46
.

L

I DON'T HAVE
THAT PROBLEM
AT ALL x
— -—
<1

I GET WATER
WHETHER I WANT
IT OR NOT

I respect your desire to
needs careful evaluation
The biggest risks for 'any remain active but you need
surgery is within the first six to know that physical activimonths to one year after an ty does not improve osteoaracute heart attack After thritis Contrary to popular
that, if you have good heart opinion it can make it worse
function, the rusk of surgery Think of osteoarthritts as
"wear. and tear" arthritis If
is greatly decreased
Yes, the big concern about your Joints are already worn
DMS0 is that it may cause from , use, additional use
eye damage You don't need makes matters worse You
to get relief from pain "of need enough flexibility exeryour arthritis and become cises to maintain full range
blind The other considera- of motion and enough activition is that DMSO reacts ty to maintain muscle
with some medicines used in, strength and usage Beyond
treating - arthritis, Notably that, exercise merety causes
Clinoril So you should cer- pain Rest of a painful roil_
tainly not take DMSO with- ustially brings relief from
out your doctor's knowledge pain

(You CLAIM
YOU'VE GOT
SORE FEET?

I am sending you The
Health Letter 20-2. Osteoarthritis Degenerative Joint.
Disease, to brief You on what
you can do Others can send
75 cents with a long,
stamped. self-addressed
envelope for it to me. in care
of this newspaper, P0 Roil
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019
Your observation that
long woolen stockings help is
correct Heat will help, also
If nothing else see a physical
medicine specialist and get
a program oVosing hearandxtretching ---4IStretch rhesire
activity and after, then use
heat and rest

Best things sometimes free
RIDGEFIELD, Conn. blanket, a thermos of
The beet*NAP Iii oteWnine coffee, a rug for
life are free .., or egrets me'feet and a notebook
songsmiths assure us. and ballpoint pen iwhich
And sometimes they're soon coagulated and
refused le record the
right.
The total eehiale of the Phenainenonl at a picnic
moon in the last week of table on the porch — or
the old year was more the deck as it is called
stunning and satisfying here in Connecticut.
than any movie I have
seen in the past five
years. Nature managed
to pull off her brilliant
dramatics without resorting to gutter language or
full frontal nudity..
It was worth getting up
at 4:30 in the frosty
predawn to watch. Under
5
a full moon, which is re
quired for a total lunar
eclipse, the lawn glowed
as brightly as Abou Ben
Adhem's bedroom just
before the Recording
Angel made his appe.arance. The skeleton
Ste W
tree branches in the
windless night took on the By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
appearance of an old
Japanese Print. Nature
At 4:48 a.m, the -tarimitating art again- Dia- th's shadow nibbled a tiny
mend flecks of frost glit- cookie bite out of that
tered in the stubble of the luminous orb hanging
decadent garden.
halfway down the sky on
The tempera t ur e the western horizon. The
hovered in the low Ws. next gala moon show
Fir the moon watch I had. won't take place until
set up my Ice Station ink zio 1 didn't -want to
Zebra with a wooden Mina //lunged this one.
rocking chair, a mohair
1 remember one full
4 AP)

mulligan

IS THAT YOUR
EXCUSE, TNEN1,
FOR NOT GOING
ON T1-IE NIKE 2

growth, dynamism and
money being made."
says Seth Gordon, at the
Greeter Miami Chamber
of Commerce.
Crime is still a proMem. but there has been
progress. The city duble
ed America's murder
capital in 1141 recorded
197 slayings in 1982. down
12.5 percent. And a
federal task force headed
by Vice President George
Bush launched a war on
drug smuggling in 19111;
officials say they are
beginning to win some
betties.
But Overtown and
Liberty City need more.
Gary, the city
manager, says local and
federal government
should help. But, he adds,
"the establishment, the
Chamber of Commerce
types, have to allow the
black community to get
in the good old boy
system and benefit from
the econekec well-being
of this city."

Exercise and arthritis °
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international banks. But the law
was changed and now 43
foreipi banks. horn Banco Do Bilbao to the Royal
Bank at Canada, are incorporated here.
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About 16.000 of those
left behind live a few
blocks from downtown.
underneath a new

lunar eclipse over Saigon
in the middle 10s late in
January or early
February during the
weeklopg celebration of
let, the Vietnamese new
year. Vietnamese infantry units on perimeter
guard 'around Ton San
Nhut airport hemstitched
the night with an incredible display of neon embroidery from automatic
weapons loaded with
tracer rounds. The Air
Force joined the show,
dropping minim! candle
power flares and trying to
assault the sun dragon
with sorties from "Puff
the Magic Dragon," a
lumbering cargo plane
fitted out with a rotating
barrel Gatling-type gun
that fired rockets. If that
many rounds had been
expended in the vicinity
of the airport a few years
later, Saigon might not
have fallen to the North
Vietnamese.
- Even-in the last fraction of an arc from the
disappearing full moon,
the Earth and my acre of
it reflected the sheen of
old Victorian silver. On
such a night as this: you
expect E.T. to come
strolling across the lawn,
moonstruck for the old
neighborhood,

Bowling Green Junior College opens
6
•
ALEkANDEQ,YOU
cOoKJE elAVE
CLEAR THE DINNER
I TABLE

TOLO vOu WE
wocZKED rr our /1

BOWLING GREEN, science degree for the over as presioent of the
business college in 1979, it
Ky.(AP) — It was once first time.
Bowling Green Business • The college will be had 31 students.
"I've run 12 different
College: today, it's the eligible for more eats
newest junior college in and federal grants, ac- schools. but I've never
' cording to William taken over one quite as
the state.
Authorization for the Brown, vice president for badly on the ropes."
petoe said. "The school
change came from the academics/fairs.
While the college could was weak; the faculty
Accrediting Conunimice
of the Association of In. have been accredited for was weak."
Rippetoe said the
dependent Colleges and only two years. It was
school
now has 1100460
of
ac.
six
years
granted
Schools.
The commission an- creditation, Rippetoe students per quarter and
a strong faculty.
nounced its decision in said.
December, ending a pro- Rippetee said cit4 and
cess that began in late county officials in
1979 when the school Glasgow have been
receptive to the idea of
made RI appall:Mica
FRANKFORT, K y.
'It took a lot et effort the college expendlig
en the part ei a lot et pm- there, and that a site had (AP) — Kentucky Mato
r
igisi
i
ii tieid President Res bass picked out Mx mom- police will begin weepthsage.
bag application' Jan. 24
He laid a alma cow $ot officials decided to for a new trooper cadet
ference Iteaday the wait at word of their class which is scheduled
to begin!minlsJune.
school will be known as 'ardor college seabeds
iward"---._;,;Zdsto for appliesIlowe4 —Gnaw Jambe b'me Mc
Colleept; that plans are with expansion, and the tionawM be Feb.5.
The new clam will be
midst way hi buikl•Ow Glasgow site is no longer
wog, and to agiod available. The school still the third to enter the
hopes is open an retain- academy since a threegawstioaptoakwow.
leiPPoto8 cold the sloe in Glasgow within six year freeze on trooper
hiring was lifted leas than
school aloe will be able to =Mho.Rippetoe said.
When Rippetoe took a year ago.
Wee an aggagegge' of
•

KSP accepting

applications
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t. Legal Notice
As of this date. i will not
be responsible tor any
debts olher than m
own Jan S. 1983 Pnill
McCalion and AS
K
Cleyclean aiscCeiton Rf
I. Murray
As of this date I arm not
be responsible for any
Otb1S other than my
Oxen Jan S. 1983' Jesse
Wilson and 'Edna
F
Wilson. 1209 Sunnyside
Mayfield. KY
.
Dr
42066.

2. Notice
Retail
•
Contrectim
beaten, electric
bestirs end
kerosene beaters.
753-1201

emominamml
NEW
ARRIVALS
14 Kt. Gold
Chains
'light & heavy weight
•Ilsrriagiosste
•C Cholas
'Serpentine
•Sex and reps chaos
.
SOS Of
GOLD.& SILVER
WitOtBAti
JEWELERS
((aside Vernon's Western Stan)
Olympic Plaza
Nn. 9-9 Daily
1-6 Saw*

2. Notice
News S sionOsst Cid
759-4444 for as laspkaslassi mange I.
&igloos yaw day.
Chadrso's taps 7594445.
k In Memory

MAMMY
memery ef Kyle
Denten Beason
wise lies ceastantly end leeks*
Mee missed slace
Joe. 6, 1110.
(NOTHING DIES
THAT IS
REMIAIIHRED).

Rea Minature
Lost
Dashshund, 10St be
htteen 13th and M 5 U,
white flee collar, an
swers the name Shultz
733 4472

I.
" Artist's models, ex
perience and artistic
sensitivity preferred
Work will be assigned
according to need for
models for Spring
Semester 1963 Contact
Dept 'of Art, Murray
State University
762
3714. EOE/MF.

•. CUSTOM
.JEWELRY
weds

(Inside Vernon
1V•stere Store)
Olytork Plaza
Nrs. 9-9 Daily
1 katiay

1300 To $600. good
condition
pick u
Call Din
truck
763 471.3
A small retail business
13.3 9731
Raw hos, raccoon, red'
fox, gray lox. muskrat
mink coyote. Opossum
Owen Mc
beaver
P0 Box 63
Pulaski, ill
61976
Phone 611 342 4.316

Artkies for Sale
Office furniture,
Couches, chairs end
tables Call 753 733/

Home Furnishings

30 Inch M•gic Chef
E Itc tric Stove, almond
in color, 2.1 yeprs old.
-3150 436 3479
For sale, mirror, rock
ing chair, toy chest
kitchen table and
S. Lost and Food
chairs /53 4116
Found Black and white
male kitten in Poplar Used 31132 shower sta I
Cali commode, wall sink
and 13th area
Call 753 6605 after 4p m
739 9917

Galaxy Cablevision.
Inc., a multiple system
cable television Opera
tor is looking for a
mature individual to fill
a management level
position in this area
Send complete resume
tieh first letter to
--•-•••••
Galaxy Cablevision,
Monograms still Inc 422 North Main
evat419041-- 414 F ay,'4 $ilieVon,MO43101.
Monograms. 753 3604,
- Individual with own
Repair work done on transportation to care
home and car stereos for two small children
and all portables in
in my home throughout
cluding imports With the week. light house
reasonable rates. Rick work, good salary 733
McKenzie, 733 4723
3493
NO EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED for this
high income oppOrtun
sty with national oil
company in Murray
area. Regardless of.
t• y•sr
experience write 1.41 S
specifications. We
Read, Box 696. Dayton,
repair chains, she
Ohio 45101
rings, set stows etc.
Taking applications for
lath Sts and West side
of Murray to fill open
Avon territories 733
0232 or /53 0171.

GOLD t
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY

14. Want lo

it. Farm Equipment
Now is the season to
prepare that Ag 6.
Industrial unit for the
coming spring
For
front to back overhaul
Call 436 2361 Try us for
the best buys in
undercarriages

N.Sports Equipment
1971 Westinghouse Golf
Cart and shed at Oaks
Country Club Call 753
1181

V.Musical
For Selo
Spinet-Console
Mono Bargain
awed: RupeosIbi•
Se twin over linv
payssonts_
pinto. Can he
locally. Writs
Aleasport P.O.
Dm 537 Shelbyville,
46174

23. Exterminating

9. Situation Wanted
Responible mother
wants to babysit in her
home S minutes East
759. 1692
Wanted immediate
babysitter, references
and transportation.
3p_m 12a.m 733 63-71.
Want live in babysitter.
female, college student
preferred, must have own
transportation Call 49
239$
Will do babysitting in
my tome by day or by
hour. Also light house
work. Referenceil and
experience 759 4449 or
753 4970

24. Miscellaneous

Atari Cartridges Pit
Fall Frogger. Demon
Attack, River Raid,
Atlantis. Real Sports
Baseball, many more
Coast to Coast Hard
ware, 753 8604
FIREWOOD. Seasoned
oak and hickory 11" and
Thanks
Card
of
3.
zr• 179 a rick, Green
$25 rick, de
wood
livered and stacked
CARD Of THANKS
753 9603.
Iva, th• wife if Nosey
Firewood, delivered
and stacked, 125 per
Terser, wishes t•
rick
489 223t or
thank everyone fee
343 2519
and
kistioss
their
Firewood for sale
sympathy &wing his 13. For Sale or Trade
Seasoned. 130 rick
delivered 739 OW
skkasu sad death.
For sale or trade. large For Stile American
Tb•aks is the 4 bedroom,
3 bath. 2 Car
oinist•rs, forage home; 2 years FOStOrill Call 753 1811
bulbs. 250 watts.
pollboarers, music mod old; will trade for Heat
lnflo red, 11 31 each
smaller house in city Or
C•konao
Hslecb
the
Wallin Hardware.
country with acreage.
Featiral Nom.
For more information, Paris
Oregon chain saws
call 733 1324.
chains. 3/1 Inch pitch
For 16 Inch bar. 799 10
PUBUC NOTICE
Inch bar, $99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
TO THE PEOPLE

OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
Persuant to the acts of the Legislature
there will be a public hearing all P.M. on
January 11, 1983 in the office of the Judge
Executive of Calloway County pertaining

SEASONED
FIREWOOD Cali John

to redistricting of the Magisterial Districts

127432. I bedroom, air
CondiflOrt, carport, un
derpinn•d, storage
building Call 733 6066
or 719-4339
For Sale Or rent 1(hciS. 1
/53
bedroom trailer

of Calloway County. Anyone wishing to be

heard on this matter may do so at this
time.
George H. Weeks
Calloway County Judge/Executive

INVITATION TO SID
The City of Murray. Kentucky, for the
Murray Water & Wastewater Systems

Bever. 733 0331

77.1146eit Home Sales

Very well kept rural
NOM* On Hwy 300 1978
12x70 with shingle roof
and lord, reeled Polio
dock. 7 bedrooms, con
trai air I heat, dryer
hOOk up. and ranee and
refrigerator
Carport
and storage. Only 119.
MO Cell Spann Realty

Assoc 711-7734.

will accept Quotations on the f
II. Mobile Home Rentals
chemicals:
RONAL Natural pos heat.
Bulk Sodium Hydroxide (Caustic Soda
furnished, no pets
quid)GO%
Phone I53-1/105.
Chlorine Cylinders
t041 honor. 12x61 ily
'eerie Chloride Anhydrous
Ino roses extension. 3
. bedroom completely
Lime Hydrated (Rotary Kiln)
•
furnished. all elechk.
Hexanwitanhosphste(1I% asPOI)
fenced In beckrard.
Zinc Sulfate Alkmohydrate (110%
MO per felsettfi, ropiln
Sulfate).
first • sad last month
MIM. Sill- Or
Specifications are available at the
Clerk's glace. 0th 11 Rigger 1146:111arrI7, pew mom I blocks
deli in Day's Sank in
Kentucky. Bids are to be delivered le
MotCall4**164.
Oty Clerk's office, City Halllikdklbli
A Nos lisdrasot. newt,
War than 4:11$ pan.. Wednesday.
forainies. Cali Shelly
I.The City of Murray rearm
Mow tosemi or le Wertsap sr all.
Sat*
trellar. NIS per.
submitted.
MI 91 Sest May.
/Mk

:rAk

IL *Oak Nam Retils

I& Houses for Rent

Large lot tor rent in
Hazel
hookup fOr
trailer nos city water
and sow.** 192 01174
Nice two bedroom
trader now Murray. no
pets Call 409 2611
Or sale. 2 bedroom.
partly furnished. Owitor
finance by East School
Call 733 3103
Two .4drOOm
trailer
11
close to University on
private,,
ater fur
nished
-ea month
plus deposit. 7331641

Four bedroom z baths
formal dining room
family room with
Itreplace. living room.
IWO SQ ft 2 CBI ;gorily"
On 4 litres 1300 rent
1300 *deposit Cats 4'4

20. Heating-Cooling

43. Real Estate

32. Apts. For Rent

41. Public Sale

Furnished two bedroom
apt no pets Of children
deposit arid lease re
quired 1604 Miller. Call
153 SKI or 753 9972 for
appointment
Large 2 bedroom
duplex, 3 miles from
town on private road
1160 per month
Call
733 8848
Nice. furnished one be
droOns apt -Inquire 100
S 13th St
One bedroom. narar
downtown Murray 753
I 1 0 9 , 762 6 6 3 0 or
436 MA
One bedroom efficiency
apt . partial utilities
Paid. girls preferred, no
pets. 732 9741
One bedroom, living
r
c hen-. taaris
small storage rooms
Adults only, no pets.
references 753 6176
Two bedroom
townhouse opts Carpet,
range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, dispOsai.
'washer and dryer
hookup. central air . and
.neat Also two bedroom
garden. apt , Hamlet
North apts on Stadium
View Drive 753 7350 Or
733 7559
Two bedroom duplex in
Westwood Subd . gas
heat, very nice
Cell
753 3966
Two bedroom apt.,
stove and refriperator
furnished, deposit re
<wired. Call 733 0859
Two furnished apts.
very nice unfurnished
house tor rent Deposit
required Call 753 9129
Wanted responsible
female roommate to
share completely fur
fished house, ex
fremely reasonable
expenses Call 759 4011

13. Roomsfor Rent
re
Sleeping rooms
trigerator in hall, priv
ate entrance, washers
and dryers available
Zimmerman Apts
S
16th 753 6609

34. Houses for Rent
3 bedroom in town
appliances furnished
Century 21
Loretta
Jobs Realtors /53 1492
Coleman Beal Estate
753 9191
2 bedroom
house, county 2 mobile
hOM•s. 2 and 3 bed
room 1 bedroom apt

Porde. & Thiness

'mignon X
tool Estate
Sestbsido C•ortle.
Manly,['stocky

751-4451

Three bedroom house
near Ky Lake washer
and dryer included,
deposit required
753
MI after So m
Two,• bedroom house
located 103 South lOtti
5100 deposit Slid per
month Call 733 3094 for
appointment

Kerosene heaters
all Two bedroom 'vow
Dexter Stove and re
have wicker wicks
automatic lip over. cut troikeratOr furnished
battery 753 4661
Off switch
ignalion. UL approved
es
,...,
99 99 9300 N.Petse
6800 BTU
BTU, •119t9 and up
AKC Alaskan
IMO BTU 13999 20000 smute puppies shots
WellIn and adrrned nice p4it
BTU. 1/9 99
Hardware. Paris
1100CaSh only 753 900
AKC registered Chinese
30. Business Rentals
Pug Pkt00y $123 753
/438
Free fain and °la it
hound puppies
C
436 2636 after Sp
Space
Labrador Retrievers
AKC. 5.50 and up Pare
lest
diseltenneis 753 41060
73-S
SftW:MlPa-I1
I

K. Homes for Sale

('oMMerelal lot on
Matt) Street M 6 ft

wide and 326 ft
deep Owner financing available to
qualified buyer lot
has been cleared
and leveled. Prired KOPat - $75,000

PE:HUD REALTY
753-1222

U. Lots for Sale
An excellent buy for
This ho' •s
53 500
look lag with trees at he
Excellent build
back
imp site
Make the
owner an offer k OP
PE RUD REALTY 751
1222

LS. Farmsfor Sale

YARD
SALE

/S

-

53.
--Services Offered - 53. Wyk's Ofiered

8, owner or rent TO*
Almon Servite CO
w
0
n
payment 4 blocks to
ble111115101 al rail Win
COurf House ..,Single.
ts31811 Ilia •811
family
S bedroom
blIfOICIS Call Will EI
heti or cluales 9 rooms
1 -•cre
7 car
.
URI 15341§
garage fruit trees
aMeNNEMPligi
Owner financing
11,3
AppLan(e Servi,e
4307 or 436 54•9
W asher
dryers
tree:er
rett,gerafdr
ei e, 1r
19. Used Carl
eeaf
and
microwave All brands
sery
, ed 739 1372_
1969 Toyota Corolla
make good work c ar
Appliance repair work
Call 474 2325
all brands Specialize in
'aPPen Call 753 5111 or
1974 Opal Manta Luxus
9'4i I .ur ,
Vi
maroon
67.000 mites
- =
very Oen, Call f'i
2123
Illitionsmsos sad Vinyl
19/4 VW Station Wagon
skim. sod Ahonsinone
motor interior e•terior
trine for sA houses It
excellent drginai paint
same body style of 1910
steps painting.
77 000 miles 75) 4133 o,
Jock Glover
759 4005
753-1111
1977 4 dr Audi 100 Li
P
P 8 a.r AM FM
Hodge s 'Tax Service
built in CB 27 MPG
For
ome
Cali_753
••••••
1104 Pogue.
_ 3566 or 753 4069
• i 3, '54 142S
1 479 Olds 911 Regeni ,
all power asking Sts Oklv
(10 hOtetet&Ork
Call 753 3672 or 75) 796'.
,ron.ng
0 1.1
e.
atter
5
" ; And
.
.. m
1979 Trans Am
gold
ruise told tilt t tops
power wthdomtS POvvier
steering and brakes
automatic. good tires
Call 492 $135
1902 Pontiac Peoeni•
hes ruse tilt Steering
air
AM F M Stereo
56 693 43/ 4601

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE

Acre farm for sale
mites northwest of
,
Murray actio.ning
50.
Used
Trucks
private warer%hed lake
A number of • exi.eitent 1972 Ford
• ,•
iong
V 11
S,11,'
wooded bu And s.tes easeel base
stra.gr
,
n1.1INC
,
"
OverlOok the lake and sm.., won a
a mp.,
C:111
:
m ann.zcl e vinalegsy, amh topper Call 753
Sc
68(19
73) 4343
Stream
Pr,vare drive iencOns to 1977 Ran( hero , O.•
- lent
ondi ion
4i
'
mob.)home with well
College.f- arm Rd
A.1 FA,
and Septic tank One of
ui,1 rout
e- -4•4 MCIA tired the - loyiest •ite-trings if 1971---flocrgW/ Copy end estersprun
'
,ries, Topping
Calloway County 162 mileage loaded e.
ng shaping i °mulct.. in lion
We cam
300
k 0P
R U 0 lent condition 75) 743
remm„.,0
mori• Cali
REALTY
1910
aproteoch
733
end
1222
Sub6ru
Brat
4
_
• 0;.f
`Wf f
Pc.
DOWN TO EARTH wheel &Are to
restore Rotor&
E N IL E. Si, P 0
•
SALE
25 acres for so 000 Mites 14 100
tesSion.0 l.ri•
1'
ciders; Mack &
lei 000 with owner 422 4692
_
13) 0311
ID
whit* or
sepia
Nnancing with no in
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Estate
Auction
Auction Sale Saturday. January 15 at.the late Mr Johnnie Jones
horneplace on Highway 893 south of Lynn Grove Ky. Will sell persofsel property and real estate. 2 bedroom hou„se, bath, living
room and kitchen on 2 acres more or leas with well. Dan Miller
Auction Service in charge of sale. Watch next week paper for
more detailed listing.
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